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Abstract
We develop a rigorous theory of non-local Hamiltonian structures, built on the no-
tion of a non-local Poisson vertex algebra. As an application, we find conditions
that guarantee applicability of the Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability to a pair of
compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures.
1 Introduction
Local Poisson brackets play a fundamental role in the theory of integrable systems. Recall
that a local Poisson bracket is defined by (see e.g. [TF86]):
(1.1) tuipxq, ujpyqu “ Hij
`
upyq, u1pyq, . . . ; By
˘
δpx ´ yq ,
where u “ pu1, . . . , uℓq is a vector valued function on a 1-dimensional manifoldM , δpx´yq
is the δ-function:
ş
M
fpyqδpx´ yqdy “ fpxq, and HpBq “
`
HijpBq
˘ℓ
i,j“1
is an ℓˆ ℓ matrix
differential operator, whose coefficients are functions in u, u1, . . . , upkq. One requires, in
addition, that (1.1) “satisfies the Lie algebra axioms”.
One of the ways to formulate this condition is as follows. Let V be an algebra of
differential polynomials in u1, . . . , uℓ, i.e. the algebra of polynomials in u
pnq
i , i P I “
t1, . . . , ℓu, n P Z`, with u
p0q
i “ ui and the derivation B, defined by Bu
pnq
i “ u
pn`1q
i , or its
algebra of differential functions extension. The bracket (1.1) extends, by the Leibniz rule
and bilinearity, to arbitrary f, g P V:
(1.2) tfpxq, gpyqu “
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
m,nPZ`
Bfpxq
Bu
pmq
i
Bgpyq
Bu
pnq
j
Bmx B
n
y tuipxq, ujpyqu .
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Applying integration by parts, we get the following bracket on V{BV:
(1.3) t
ş
f,
ş
gu “
ż
δg
δu
¨HpBq
δf
δu
,
where
ş
is the canonical quotient map V Ñ V{BV and δf
δu
is the vector of variational
derivatives δf
δui
“
ř
nPZ`
p´Bqn Bf
Bu
pnq
i
. Then one requires that the bracket (1.3) satisfies
the Lie algebra axioms. (The skewsymmetry of this bracket is equivalent to the skewad-
jointness of HpBq, but the Jacobi identity is a complicated system of non-linear PDE on
its coefficients.) In this case the matrix differential operator HpBq is called a Hamiltonian
structure.
Given an element
ş
h P V{BV, called a Hamiltonian functional, the Hamiltonian equa-
tion associated to HpBq is the following evolution equation:
(1.4)
du
dt
“ HpBq
δh
δu
.
For example, taking HpBq “ B and h “ 1
2
pu3 ` cuu2q, we obtain the KdV equation:
du
dt
“ 3uu1 ` cu3.
Equation (1.4) is called integrable if
ş
h is contained in an infinite dimensional abelian
subalgebra A of the Lie algebra V{BV with bracket (1.3). Picking a basis t
ş
hnunPZ` of
A, we obtain a hierarchy of compatible integrable Hamiltonian equations:
du
dtn
“ HpBq
δhn
δu
, n P Z` .
An alternative approach, proposed in [BDSK09], is to apply the Fourier transform
F px, yq ÞÑ
ş
M
dxeλpx´yqF px, yq to both sides of (1.2) to obtain the following “Master
formula” [DSK06]:
(1.5) tfλgu “
ÿ
i,jPI
ÿ
m,nPZ`
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
pλ` BqnHjipλ` Bqp´λ´ Bq
m Bf
Bu
pmq
i
.
For an arbitrary ℓ ˆ ℓ matrix differential operator HpBq this λ-bracket is polynomial in
λ, i.e. it takes values in VrBs, satisfies the left and right Leibniz rules:
(1.6) tfλghu “ gtfλhu ` htfλgu , tfgλhu “ tfλ`BguÑh` tfλ`BhuÑg ,
where the arrow means that λ ` B should be moved to the right, and the sesquilinerity
axioms:
(1.7) tBfλgu “ ´λtfλgu , tfλBgu “ pλ` Bqtfλgu .
It is proved in [BDSK09] that the requirement that (1.3) satisfies the Lie algebra axioms
is equivalent to the following two properties of (1.5):
(1.8) tgλfu “ ´tf´λ´Bgu ,
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(1.9) tfλtgµhuu “ tgµtfλhuu ` ttfλguλ`µhu .
A differential algebra V, endowed with a polynomial λ-bracket, satisfying axioms (1.6)–
(1.9), is called a Poisson vertex algebra (PVA).
It was demonstrated in [BDSK09] that the PVA approach greatly simplifies the theory
of integrable Hamiltonian PDE, based on local Poisson brackets. For example, equation
(1.4) becomes, in terms of the λ-bracket associated to H:
du
dt
“ thλuu
ˇˇ
λ“0
,
and the Lie bracket (1.3) becomes
t
ş
f,
ş
gu “
ş
tfλgu
ˇˇ
λ“0
.
It is the purpose of the present paper to demonstrate that the adequate (and in
fact indispensable) tool for understanding non-local Poisson brackets is the theory of
“non-local” PVA.
We define a non-local λ-bracket on the differential algebra V to take its values in
Vppλ´1qq, formal Laurent series in λ´1 with coefficients in V, and to satisfy properties
(1.6) and (1.7). The main example is the λ-bracket given by the Master Formula (1.5),
whereHpBq is a matrix pseudodifferential operator. The only problem with this definition
is the interpretation of the operator 1
λ`B ; this is defined by the geometric progression
1
λ` B
“
ÿ
nPZ`
p´1qnλ´n´1Bn .
Property (1.8) of the λ-bracket is interpreted in the same way, but the interpretation
of property (1.9) is more subtle. Indeed, in general, we have tfλtgµhuu P Vppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq,
but tgµtfλhuu P Vppµ
´1qqppλ´1qq, and ttfλguλ`µhu P Vpppλ ` µq
´1qqppλ´1qq, so that all
three terms of (1.9) lie in different spaces. Our key idea is to consider the space
Vλ,µ “ Vrrλ
´1, µ´1, pλ` µq´1ssrλ, µs ,
which is canonically embedded in all three of the above spaces. We say that a λ-bracket
is admissible if
tfλtgµhuu P Vλ,µ , for all f, g, h P V .
It is immediate to see that then the other two terms of (1.9) lie in Vλ,µ as well, hence
(1.9) is an identity in Vλ,µ.
We call the differential algebra V, endowed with a non-local λ-bracket, a non-local
PVA, if it satisfies (1.8), is admissible, and satisfies (1.9).
For an arbitrary pseudodifferential operator HpBq the λ-bracket (1.5) is not admis-
sible, but it is admissible for any rational pseudodifferential operator, i.e. contained in
the subalgebra generated by differential operators and their inverses. We show that, as
in the local case (see [BDSK09]), this λ-bracket satisfies conditions (1.8) and (1.9) if and
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only if (1.8) holds for any pair ui, uj , and (1.9) holds for any triple ui, uj , uk. Also, (1.8)
is equivalent to skewadjointness of HpBq.
The simplest example of a non-local PVA corresponds to the skewadjoint operator
HpBq “ B´1. Then
tuλuu “ λ
´1 ,
and equation (1.9) trivially holds for the triple u, u, u. Note that (1.1) in this case reads:
tupxq, upyqu “ B´1y δpx´ yq, which is quite difficult to work with.
The next example corresponds to Sokolov’s skewadjoint operator [Sok84], HpBq “
u1B´1 ˝ u1. The corresponding λ-bracket is
tuλuu “ u
1 1
λ` B
u1 .
The verification of (1.9) for the triple u, u, u is straightforward.
A rational pseudodifferential operator HpBq is a Hamiltonian structure on V if the λ-
bracket (1.5) endows V with a structure of a non-local PVA (in other words HpBq should
be skewadjoint and (1.9) should hold for any triple ui, uj , uk).
Fix a “minimal fractional decomposition” H “ AB´1. This means that A,B are
differential operators over V, such that KerA X KerB “ 0 in any differential domain
extension of V. It is shown in [CDSK12b] that such a decomposition always exists and
that the above property is equivalent to the property that any common right factor of A
and B is invertible over the field of fractions of V. Then the basic notions of the theory
of integrable systems are defined as follows. A Hamiltonian functional (for H “ AB´1)
is an element
ş
h P V{BV such that
δ
ş
h
δu
“ BpBqF for some F P Vℓ. Then the element
P “ ApBqF is called an associated Hamiltonian vector field. Denote by FpHq Ă V{BV
the subspace of all Hamiltonian functionals, and by HpHq Ă Vℓ the subspace of all
Hamiltonian vector fields (they are independent of the choice of the minimal fractional
decomposition for H):
FpHq “
´ δ
δu
¯´1´
ImB
¯
Ă V{BV , HpHq “ A
´
B´1
´
Im
δ
δu
¯¯
Ă Vℓ .
Then it is easy to show that FpHq is a Lie algebra with respect to the well-defined
bracket (1.3), and HpHq is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra Vℓ with bracket rP,Qs “
DQpBqP ´DP pBqQ, where DP pBq is the Frechet derivative.
A Hamiltonian equation, associated to the Hamiltonian structure H and a Hamilto-
nian functional
ş
h P FpHq, with an associated Hamiltonian vector field P P HpHq, is the
following evolution equation:
(1.10)
du
dt
“ P .
Note that (1.10) coincides with (1.4) in the local case. The Hamiltonian equation (1.10)
is called integrable if there exist linearly independent infinite sequences
ş
hn P FpHq
and Pn P HpHq, n P Z`, such that
ş
h0 “
ş
h, P0 “ P , Pn is associated to
ş
hn, and
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t
ş
hm,
ş
hnu “ 0, rPm, Pns “ 0 for all m,n P Z`. In this case we have a hierarchy of
compatible integrable equations
du
dtn
“ Pn , n P Z` .
Having given rigorous definitions of the basic notions of the theory of Hamiltonian
equations with non-local Hamiltonian structures, we proceed to establish some basic
results of the theory.
The first result is Theorem 5.1, which states that if H and K are compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures and K is invertible (as a pseudodifferential operator), then the
sequence of rational pseudodifferential operators H r0s “ K,H rns “ pH˝K´1qn´1˝H, n ě
1, is a compatible family of non-local Hamiltonian structures. (As usual [Mag78, Mag80]
a collection of non-local Hamiltonian structures is called compatible if any their finite
linear combination is again a non-local Hamiltonian structure.) This result was first
stated in [Mag80] and its partial proof was given in [FF81] (of course, without having
rigorous definitions).
Next, we give a rigorous definition of a non-local symplectic structure and prove
(the “well-known” fact) that, if S is invertible as pseudodifferential operator, then it is
a non-local symplectic structure if and only if S´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure
(Theorem 6.2). Since we completely described (local) symplectic structures in [BDSK09],
this result provides a large collection of non-local Hamiltonian structures. We also estab-
lish a connection between Dirac structures (see [Dor93] and [BDSK09]) with non-local
Hamiltonian structures (Theorems 6.11 and 6.16).
After that we discuss the Lenard-Margi scheme of integrability for a pair of com-
patible non-local Hamiltonian structures, similar to that discussed in [Mag78, Mag80,
Dor93, BDSK09] in the local case, and give sufficient conditions when this scheme works
(Theorem 7.7 and Remark 7.8).
Finally, we demonstrate on the example of the NLS hierarchy how this scheme works.
The corresponding pair of compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures has been written
down already in [Mag80]:
H “
ˆ
vB´1 ˝ v ´vB´1 ˝ u
´uB´1 ˝ v uB´1 ˝ u
˙
` cB1I , K “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
.
In our next paper [DSK12] we go systematically over well known non-local bi-Hamiltonian
structures and construct the corresponding integrable hierarchies of Hamiltonian PDE’s.
Throughout the paper, all vector spaces are considered over a field F of characteristic
zero.
We wish to thank Pavel Etingof and Andrea Maffei for useful discussions.
2 Rational pseudodifferential operators
2.1 The space Vλ,µ
Throughout the paper we shall use the following standard notation. Given a vector space
V , we denote by V rλs the space of polynomials in λ with coefficients in V , by V rrλ´1ss the
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space of formal power series in λ´1 with coefficients in V , and by V ppλ´1qq “ V rrλ´1ssrλs
the space of formal Laurent series in λ´1 with coefficients in V .
We have the obvious identifications V rλ, µs “ V rλsrµs “ V rµsrλs and V rrλ´1, µ´1ss “
V rrλ´1ssrrµ´1ss “ V rrµ´1ssrrλ´1ss. However the space V ppλ´1qqppµ´1q does not coincide
with V ppµ´1qqppλ´1qq. Both spaces contain naturally the subspace V rrλ´1, µ´1ssrλ, µs.
In fact, this subspace is their intersection in the ambient space V rrλ˘1, µ˘1ss consisting
of all series of the form
ř
m,nPZ am,nλ
mµn.
The most important for this paper will be the space
Vλ,µ :“ V rrλ
´1, µ´1, pλ` µq´1ssrλ, µs ,
namely, the quotient of the Frλ, µ, νs-module V rrλ´1, µ´1, ν´1ssrλ, µ, νs by the submodule
pν ´ λ´ µqV rrλ´1, µ´1, ν´1ssrλ, µ, νs. By definition, the space Vλ,µ consists of elements
which can be written (NOT uniquely) in the form
(2.1) A “
Mÿ
m“´8
Nÿ
n“´8
Pÿ
p“´8
am,n,pλ
mµnpλ` µqp ,
for some M,N,P P Z (in fact, we can always choose P ď 0), and am,n,p P V .
In the space V rrλ´1, µ´1, ν´1ssrλ, µ, νs we have a natural notion of degree, by let-
ting degpλq “ degpµq “ degpνq “ 1. Every element A P V rrλ´1, µ´1, ν´1ssrλ, µ, νs
decomposes as a sum A “
řN
d“´8A
pdq (possibly infinite), where Apdq is a finite linear
combination of monomials of degree d. Since ν ´ λ ´ µ is homogenous (of degree 1),
this induces a well-defined notion of degree on the quotient space Vλ,µ, and we denote by
V dλ,µ, for d P Z, the span of elements of degree d in Vλ,µ. If A P Vλ,µ has the form (2.1),
then it decomposes as A “
řM`N`P
d“´8 A
pdq, where Apdq P V dλ,µ is given by
Apdq “
ÿ
mďM,nďN,pďP
pm`n`p“dq
am,n,pλ
mµnpλ` µqp .
The coefficients am,n,p P V are still not uniquely defined, but now the sum in A
pdq is finite
(since d´ 2K ď m,n, p ď K :“ maxpM,N,P q). Hence, we have the following equality
V dλ,µ “ V rλ
˘1, µ˘1, pλ` µq´1sd ,
where, as before, the superscript d denotes the subspace consisting of polynomials in
λ˘1, µ˘1, pλ` µq´1, of degree d.
Lemma 2.1. The following is a basis of the space V dλ,µ over V :
λd´iµi, i P Z ; λd`ipλ` µq´i, i P Zą0 “ t1, 2, . . . u ,
in the sense that any element of the space V dλ,µ can be written uniquely as a finite linear
combination of the above elements with coefficients in V .
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Proof. First, it suffices to prove the claim for d “ 0. In this case, letting t “ µ{λ,
the elements of V 0λ,µ are rational functions in t with poles at 0 and -1. But any such
rational functions can be uniquely written, by partial fractions decomposition, as a linear
combination of ti, with i P Z, and of p1` tq´i, with i P Zą0.
Remark 2.2. One has natural embeddings of Vλ,µ in all the spaces V ppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq,
V ppµ´1qqppλ´1qq, V ppλ´1qqpppλ` µq´1qq, V ppµ´1qqpppλ` µq´1qq, V pppλ` µq´1qqppλ´1qq,
V pppλ ` µq´1qqppµ´1qq, defined by expanding one of the variables λ, µ or ν “ λ ` µ in
terms of the other two. For example, we have the embedding
(2.2) ιµ,λ : Vλ,µ ãÑ V ppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq ,
obtained by expanding all negative powers of λ` µ in the region |µ| ą |λ|:
(2.3) ιµ,λpλ` µq
´n´1 “
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
´n´ 1
k
˙
λkµ´n´k´1 .
Similarly in all other cases. Note that, even though Vλ,µ is naturally embedded in both
spaces V ppλ´1qqppµ´1qq and V ppµ´1qqppλ´1qq, it is not contained in their intersection
V rrλ´1, µ´1ssrλ, µs.
Lemma 2.3. If V is an algebra, then Vλ,µ is also an algebra, with the obvious product.
Namely, if Apλ, µq, Bpλ, µq P Vλ,µ, then Apλ, µqBpλ, µq P Vλ,µ. More generally, if S, T :
V Ñ V are endomorphisms of V (viewed as a vector space), then
Apλ` S, µ ` T qBpλ, µq P Vλ,µ ,
where we expand the negative powers of λ ` S and µ ` T in non-negative powers of S
and T , acting on the coefficients of B.
Proof. We expand A and B as in (2.1):
Apλ, µq “
Mÿ
m“´8
Nÿ
n“´8
Pÿ
p“´8
am,n,pλ
mµnpλ` µqp ,
Bpλ, µq “
M 1ÿ
m1“´8
N 1ÿ
n1“´8
P 1ÿ
p1“´8
bm1,n1,p1λ
m1µn
1
pλ` µqp
1
.
Using binomial expansion, we then get
Apλ` S, µ` T qBpλ, µq “
M`M 1ÿ
m¯“´8
N`N 1ÿ
n¯“´8
P`P 1ÿ
p¯“´8
cm¯,n¯,p¯λ
m¯µn¯pλ` µqp¯ ,
where
cm¯,n¯,p¯ “
ÿ
mďM,m1ďM 1,iě0
pm`m1´i“m¯q
ÿ
nďN,n1ďN 1,jě0
pn`n1´j“n¯q
ÿ
pďP,p1ďP 1,kě0
pp`p1´k“p¯qˆ
m
i
˙ˆ
n
j
˙ˆ
p
k
˙
am,n,p
`
SiT jpS ` T qkbm1,n1,p1
˘
.
To conclude, we just observe that each sum in the RHS is finite, since, for example, in
the first sum we have i “ m`m1 ´ m¯, m¯´M 1 ď m ďM and m¯´M ď m1 ďM 1.
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Lemma 2.4. Let V be a vector space and let U Ă V be a subspace. Then we have: 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιµ,λA P Uppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq
(
“
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιλ,µA P Uppµ
´1qqppλ´1qq
(
“
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιλ`µ,λA P Uppλ
´1qqpppλ ` µq´1qq
(
“
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιλ`µ,µA P Uppµ
´1qqpppλ ` µq´1qq
(
“
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιλ,λ`µA P Upppλ ` µq
´1qqppλ´1qq
(
“
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιµ,λ`µA P Upppλ` µq
´1qqppµ´1qq
(
“ Uλ,µ .
Proof. We only need to prove that
 
A P Vλ,µ
ˇˇ
ιµ,λA P Uppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq
(
Ă Uλ,µ. Indeed,
the opposite inclusion is obvious, and the argument for the other equalities is the same.
Let A P V dλ,µ be such that its expansion ιµ,λA P V ppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq has coefficients in
U . We want to prove that A lies in Uλ,µ. By Lemma 2.1 A can be written uniquely as
A “
Nÿ
i“´M
viλ
d`iµ´i `
Nÿ
j“1
wjλ
d`jpλ` µq´j ,
with vi, wj P V . Its expansion in V ppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq is
ιµ,λA “
Nÿ
i“´M
viλ
d`iµ´i `
Nÿ
j“1
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
´j
k
˙
wjλ
d`j`kµ´j´k .
Since, by assumption, ιµ,λA P Uppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq, we have
vi P U for ´M ď i ď ´1 ,
vi `
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
´j
i´ j
˙
wj P U for 0 ď i ď N ,
Nÿ
j“1
ˆ
´j
i´ j
˙
wj P U for i ą N .
From the first condition above we have that vi lies in U for i ă 0. Using the third
condition, we want to deduce that wj lies in U for all 1 ď j ď N . It then follows, from
the second condition, that vi lies in U for i ě 0 as well, proving the claim.
For i ą N and 1 ď j ď N we have
`
´j
i´j
˘
“ p´1qi´j
`
i´1
j´1
˘
. Hence, we will be able to
deduce that wj lies in U for every j, once we prove that the following matrix
P “
ˆ
p´1qi`j
ˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙˙
N`1ďiă8
1ďjďN
,
has rank N . First, the sign p´1qi`j does not change the rank of the above matrix. So it
sufficies to prove that the matrices
Th “
ˆˆ
i´ 1
j ´ 1
˙˙
h`1ďiďh`N
1ďjďN
,
are non-degenerate for every h ě 0. This is clear since the matrix T0 is upper triangular
with ones on the diagonal, and, by the Tartaglia-Pascal triangle, Th and Th`1 have the
same determinant.
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2.2 Rational pseudodifferential operators
For the rest of this section, let A be a differential algebra, i.e. a unital commutative
associative algebra with a derivation B, and assume that A is a domain. For a P A, we
denote a1 “ Bpaq and apnq “ Bnpaq, for a non negative integer n. We denote by K the
field of fractions of A.
Recall that a pseudodifferential operator over A is an expression of the form
(2.4) A “ ApBq “
Nÿ
n“´8
anB
n , an P A .
If aN ‰ 0, one says that A has order N . Pseudodifferential operators form a unital
associative algebra, denoted by AppB´1qq, with product ˝ defined by letting
(2.5) Bn ˝ a “
ÿ
jPZ`
ˆ
n
j
˙
apjqBn´j , n P Z, a P A .
We will often omit ˝ if no confusion may arise.
Clearly, KppB´1qq is a skewfield, and it is the skewfield of fractions of AppB´1qq. If
A P AppB´1qq is a non-zero pseudodifferential operator of order N as in (2.4), its inverse
A´1 P KppB´1qq is computed as follows. We write
A “ aN
´
1`
´1ÿ
n“´8
a´1N an`NB
n
¯
BN ,
and expanding by geometric progression, we get
(2.6) A´1 “ B´N ˝
8ÿ
k“0
´
´
´1ÿ
n“´8
a´1N an`NB
n
¯k
˝ a´1N ,
which is well defined as a pseudodifferential operator in KppB´1qq, since, by formula (2.5),
the powers of B are bounded above by ´N , and the coefficient of each power of B is a
finite sum.
The symbol of the pseudodifferential operator ApBq in (2.4) is the formal Laurent series
Apλq “
řN
n“´8 anλ
n P Appλ´1qq, where λ is an indeterminate commuting with A. We
thus get a bijective map AppB´1qq Ñ Appλ´1qq (which is not an algebra homomorphism).
A closed formula for the associative product in AppB´1qq in terms of the corresponding
symbols is the following:
(2.7) pA ˝Bqpλq “ Apλ` BqBpλq .
Here and further on, we always expand an expression as pλ`Bqn, n P Z, in non-negative
powers of B:
(2.8) pλ` Bqn “
8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
n
j
˙
λn´jBj .
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Therefore, the RHS of (2.7) means
řN
m,n“´8
ř8
j“0
`
m
j
˘
amb
pjq
n λ
m`n´j.
The algebra AppB´1qq contains the algebra of differential operators ArBs as a subal-
gebra.
Definition 2.5. The field KpBq of rational pseudodifferential operators is the smallest
subskewfield of KppB´1qq containing ArBs. We denote ApBq “ KpBq X AppB´1qq, the
subalgebra of rational pseudodifferential operators with coefficients in A.
The following Proposition (see [CDSK12, Prop.3.4]) describes explicitly the skewfield
KpBq of rational pseudodifferential operators.
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a differential domain, and let K be its field of fractions.
(a) Every rational pseudodifferential operator L P KpBq can be written as a right (resp.
left) fraction L “ AS´1 (resp. L “ S´1A) for some A,S P ArBs with S ‰ 0.
(b) Let L “ AS´1 (resp. L “ S´1A), with A,S P ArBs, be a decomposition of L P KpBq
such that S has minimal possible order. Then any other decomposition L “ A1S
´1
1
(resp. L “ S´11 A1), with A1, S1 P ArBs, we have A1 “ AK, S1 “ SK (resp.
A1 “ KA, A1 “ KS), for some K P KrBs.
2.3 Rational matrix pseudodifferential operators
Definition 2.7. A matrix pseudodifferential operator A P MatℓˆℓAppB
´1qq is called ra-
tional with coefficients in A if its entries are rational pseudodifferential operators with
coefficients in A. In other words, the algebra of rational matrix pseudodifferential oper-
ators with coefficients in A is MatℓˆℓApBq.
Let M “
`
AijB
´1
ij
˘
i,jPI
be a rational matrix pseudodifferential operator with coeffi-
cients in A, with Aij , Bij P ArBs. By the Ore condition (see e.g. [CDSK12]), we can find
a common right multiple B P ArBs of all operators Bij , i.e. for every i, j we can factor
B “ BijCij for some Cij P ArBs. Hence, AijB
´1
ij “
rAijB´1, where rAij “ AijCij . Then,
the matrix M can be represented as a ratio of two matrices: M “ rApB1Iq´1. Hence,
Mat ℓˆℓApBq “
"
ApB1Iq´1
ˇˇˇˇ
A P Mat ℓˆℓArBs, B P ArBs,
AijB
´1 P AppB´1qq @i, j
*
.
However, in general this is not a representation of the rational matrix M in “minimal
terms” (see Definition 2.11 below).
We recall now some linear algebra over the skewfield KppB´1qq and, in particular,
the notion of the Dieudonne´ determinant (see [Art57] for an overview over an arbitrary
skewfield).
An elementary row operation of an ℓˆℓ matrix pseudodifferential operator A is either
a permutation of two rows of it, or the operation T pi, j;P q, where 1 ď i ‰ j ď m and
P P KppB´1qq, which replaces the j-th row by itself minus i-th row multiplied on the left by
P . Using the usual Gauss elimination, we can get the (well known) analogues of standard
linear algebra theorems for matrix pseudodifferential operators. In particular, any matrix
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pseudodifferential operator A P MatmˆℓKppB
´1qq can be brought by elementary row
operations to a row echelon form.
The Dieudonne´ determinant of a A P MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq has the form detA “ cξd,
where c P A, ξ is an indeterminate, and d P Z. It is defined by the following properties:
detA changes sign if we permute two rows of A, and it is unchanged under any elemen-
tary row operation T pi, j;P q defined above, for aribtrary i ‰ j and a pseudodifferential
operator P P KppB´1qq; moreover, if A is upper triangular, with diagonal entries Aii of
order ni and leading coefficoent ai, then
detA “
´ź
i
ai
¯
ξ
ř
i ni .
It was proved in [Die43] (for any skewfield) that the Dieudonne´ determinant is well
defined and detpA˝Bq “ pdetAqpdetBq for every ℓˆℓmatrix pseudodifferential operators
A,B P MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq.
The Dieudonne´ determinant gives a way to characterize invertible matrix pseudodif-
ferential operators, thanks to the following well known fact (see e.g. [CDSK12, Prop.4.3]):
Proposition 2.8. Let D be a subskewfield of the skewfield KppB´1qq, and let A PMatℓˆℓD.
Then A is invertible in MatℓˆℓD if and only if detA ‰ 0.
Corollary 2.9. Let A P MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq be a matrix with detA ‰ 0. Then A is a
rational matrix if and only if A´1 is.
Proof. It is a special case of Proposition 2.8 when D is the subskewfield KpBq Ă KppB´1qq
of rational pseudodifferential operators.
Remark 2.10. It is proved in [CDSK12] that, if A P MatℓˆℓAppB
´1qq then we have
detA “ cξd, with c P A¯, where A¯ is the integral closure of A. Furthermore, if c is an
invertible element of A¯, then the inverse matrix A´1 lies in Matℓˆℓ A¯ppB
´1qq.
Definition 2.11 (see [CDSK12b]). Let H P MatℓˆℓKpBq be a rational matrix pseudodif-
ferential operator with coefficients in the differential field K. A fractional decomposition
H “ AB´1, with A,B P MatℓˆℓKrBs, detB ‰ 0, is called minimal if degξ detB is
minimal (recall that it is a non-negative integer).
Proposition 2.12 ([CDSK12b]). (a) A fractional decomposition H“AB´1 of a rational
matrix pseudodifferential operator H P MatℓˆℓKpBq is minimal if and only if
(2.9) KerAXKerB “ 0 ,
in any differential field extension of K.
(b) The minimal fractional decomposition of H exists and is unique up to multiplication
of A and B on the right by a matrix differential operator D which is invertible in the
algebra MatℓˆℓKrBs.
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Remark 2.13. In the case ℓ “ 1 the fractional decomposition H “ AB´1 P KpBq, is
minimal if and only if the the differential operators A,B P KrBs have no right common
divisor of order greater than 0 (i.e. the right greatest common divisor of A and B is 1).
Remark 2.14. Let A be a differential domain, and let K be its field of fractions. A
fractional decomposition H “ AB´1 of H P MatℓˆℓArBs over K can be turned into a
fractional decomposition over A by clearing the denominators of A and B. Hence, a
minimal fracitonal decomposition over A is also minimal over K.
3 Non-local Poisson vertex algebras
3.1 Non-local λ-brackets and non-local Lie conformal algebras
Let R be a module over the algebra of polynomials FrBs.
Definition 3.1. A non-local λ-bracket on R is a linear map t¨ λ ¨u : RbRÑ Rppλ
´1qq
satisfying the following sesquilinearity conditions (a, b P R):
(3.1) tBaλbu “ ´λtaλbu , taλBbu “ pλ` Bqtaλbu .
The non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u is said to be skewsymmetric (respectively symmetric) if
(a, b P R)
(3.2) tbλau “ ´ta´λ´Bbu
´
resp. “ ta´λ´Bbu
¯
.
The RHS of the skewsymmetry condition should be interpreted as follows: if taλbu “řN
n“´8 cnλ
n, then
ta´λ´Bbu “
Nÿ
n“´8
p´λ´ Bqncn “
Nÿ
n“´8
8ÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
p´1qnpBkcnqλ
n´k
“
Nÿ
m“´8
´N´mÿ
k“0
ˆ
m` k
k
˙
p´1qm`kpBkcm`kq
¯
λm .
In other words, we move ´λ´ B to the left and we expand in non negative powers of B
as in (2.8).
In general we have taλtbµcuu P Rppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq for an arbitrary λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u.
Recall from Section 2.1 that Rλ,µ can be considered as a subspace of Rppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq
via the embedding ιµ,λ.
Definition 3.2. The non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u on R is called admissible if
taλtbµcuu P Rλ,µ @a, b, c P R .
Remark 3.3. If t¨ λ ¨u is a skewsymmetric admissible λ-bracket on R, then tbµtaλcuu P
Rλ,µ and ttaλbuλ`µcu P Rλ,µ for all a, b, c P R. Indeed, the first claim is obvious since
Rλ,µ “ Rµ,λ. For the second claim, by skewsymmetry ttaλbuλ`µcu “ ´tc´λ´µ´Btaλbuu,
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and by the admissibility assumption tcνtaλbuu P Rλ,ν . To conclude it suffices to note that
when replacing ν by ´λ´µ´B in an element of Rλ,ν “ Rrrλ
´1, ν´1, pλ`νq´1ssrλ, νs, we
have that ν´1 is expanded in negative powers of λ`µ and pλ`νq´1 is expanded in negative
powers of µ. As a result, we get an element of Rrrλ´1, µ´1, pλ` µq´1ssrλ, µs “ Rλ,µ.
Definition 3.4. A non-local Lie conformal algebra is an FrBs-module R endowed with
an admissible skewsymmetric λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u : RbRÑ Rppλ
´1qq satisfying the Jacobi
identity (in Rλ,µ):
(3.3) taλtbµcuu ´ tbµtaλcuu “ ttaλbuλ`µcu for every a, b, c P R .
Example 3.5. Let R “
`
FrBs b V
˘
‘ FC, where V is a vector space with a symmetric
bilinear form p¨ | ¨q. Define the (non-local) λ-bracket on R by letting C be a central
element, defining
taλbu “ pa|bqCλ
´1 for a, b P V ,
and extending it to a λ-bracket on R by sesquilinearity. Skewsymmetry for this λ-bracket
holds since, by assumption, p¨ | ¨q is symmetric. Moreover, since any triple λ-bracket is
zero, the λ-bracket is obviously admissible and it satisfies the Jacobi identity. Hence, we
have a non-local Lie conformal algebra.
3.2 Non-local Poisson vertex algebras
Let V be a differential algebra, i.e. a unital commutative associative algebra with a
derivation B : V Ñ V. As before, we assume that V is a domain and denote by K its field
of fractions.
Definition 3.6. (a) A non-local λ-bracket on the differential algebra V is a linear map
t¨ λ ¨u : V b V Ñ Vppλ
´1qq satisfying the sesquilinearity conditions (3.1) and the
following left and right Leibniz rules:
(3.4)
taλbcu “ btaλcu ` ctaλbu ,
tabλcu “ taλ`BcuÑb` tbλ`BcuÑa .
Here and further an expression taλ`BbuÑc is interpreted as follows: if taλbu “řN
n“´8 cnλ
n, then taλ`BbuÑc “
řN
n“´8 cnpλ ` Bq
nc, where we expand pλ ` Bqnc
in non-negative powers of B as in (2.8).
(b) The conditions of (skew)symmetry, admissibility and Jacobi identity for a non-local
λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u on V are the same as in Definitions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 respectively.
(c) A non-local Poisson vertex algebra is a differential algebra V endowed with a non-
local Poisson λ-bracket, i.e. a skewsymetric admissible non-local λ-bracket, satisfying
the Jacobi identity.
Example 3.7 (cf. Example 3.5). Let V “ Fru
pnq
i | i “ 1, . . . , ℓ, n P Z`s be the algebra of
diffenertial polynoamials in ℓ differential variables u1, . . . , uℓ. Let C “
`
cij
˘ℓ
i,j“1
be an
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ℓˆ ℓ symmetric matrix with coefficients in F. The following formula defines a structure
of a non-local Poisson vertex algebra on V:
tPλQu “
ÿ
m,nPZ`
ÿ
i,jPZ`
cij
BQ
Bu
pnq
j
p´1qmpλ` Bqm`n´1
BP
Bu
pmq
i
.
For example, tuiλuju “ cijλ
´1 but, for P,Q P Fru1, . . . , uℓs Ă V, we get an infinite formal
Laurent series in λ´1:
tPλQu “
ℓÿ
i,j“1
cij
BQ
Buj
pλ` Bq´1
BP
Bui
“
ℓÿ
i,j“1
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qn
BQ
Buj
´
Bn
BP
Bui
¯
λ´n´1 P Vppλ´1qq .
We will prove that this is indeed a non-local Poisson λ-bracket in the next section, where
we will discuss a general construction of non-local Poisson vertex algebras, which will
include this example as a special case (see Theorem 4.1).
Proposition 3.8. Let t¨ λ ¨u be a non-local Poisson vertex algebra structure on the dif-
ferential domain V. Then there is a unique way to extend it to a non-local Poisson vertex
algebra structure on the differential field of fractions K, and it can be computed using the
following formulas (a, b P Kzt0u):
(3.5) taλb
´1u “ ´b´2taλbu , ta
´1
λ bu “ ´taλ`BbuÑa
´2 .
Proof. It is straightforward to check that formulas (3.5) define a non-local λ-bracket on
the field of fraction K, satysfying all the axioms of non-local Poisson vertex algebra. In
particular, admissibility of the λ-bracket can be derived from Lemma 2.3. The details of
the proof are left to the reader.
Thanks to Proposition 3.8 we can extend, uniquely, a non-local Poisson vertex algebra
λ-bracket on V to its field of fractions K. The following results are useful to prove
admissibility of a non-local λ-bracket.
Lemma 3.9. Let V be a differential algebra, endowed with a non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ u.
Assume that V is a domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let S “
`
Sij
˘
i,jPI
P
Matℓˆℓ
`
KppB´1qq
˘
be an invertible ℓ ˆ ℓ matrix pseudodifferential operator with coeffi-
cients in K. Letting Sij “
řN
n“´8 sij;nB
n, the following identities hold for every a P K
and i, j P I:
(3.6)
 
aλpS
´1qijpµq
(
“ ´
ℓÿ
r,t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
ιµ,λpS
´1qirpλ` µ` Bq
taλsrt;nupµ ` Bq
npS´1qtjpµq P Kppλ
´1qqppµ´1qq ,
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and
(3.7)
 
pS´1qijpλqλ`µa
(
“ ´
ℓÿ
r,t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
tsrt;nλ`µ`BauÑ´
pλ` BqnpS´1qtjpλq
¯
ιλ,λ`µpS
˚´1qripµq P Kpppλ ` µq
´1qqppλ´1qq ,
where ιµ,λ and ιλ,λ`µ are as in (2.3). In equation (3.7) S
˚ denotes the adjoint of the
matrix differential operator S (its inverse being pS´1q˚).
Proof. The identity S ˝ S´1 “ 1 becomes, in terms of symbols,
ℓÿ
t“1
Sr,tpµ ` BqpS
´1qtjpµq “ δrj .
Taking λ-bracket with a, we have, by sesquilinearity and the (left) Leibniz rule,
0 “
ℓÿ
t“1
 
aλSrtpµ` BqpS
´1qtjpµq
(
“
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
 
aλsrt;npµ ` Bq
npS´1qtjpµq
(
“
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
taλsrt;nupµ` Bq
npS´1qtjpµq
`
ℓÿ
t“1
ιµ,λSrtpλ` µ` Bq
 
aλpS
´1qtjpµq
(
.
Note that ιµ,λSpλ`µ`Bq is invertible in Matℓˆℓ
`
KrBsppλ´1qqppµ´1qq
˘
, its inverse being
ιµ,λS
´1pλ` µ`Bq. We then apply ιµ,λpS
´1qirpλ` µ`Bq on the left to both sides of the
above equation and we sum over r “ 1, . . . , ℓ, to get
ℓÿ
t“1
δit
 
aλpS
´1qtjpµq
(
“ ´
ℓÿ
r“1
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
ιµ,λpS
´1qirpλ` µ` Bqtaλsrt;nupµ ` Bq
npS´1qtjpµq ,
proving equation (3.6).
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Similarly, for the second equation we have, by the right Leibniz rule,
0 “
ℓÿ
t“1
 
Srtpλ` BqpS
´1qtjpλq λ`µa
(
“
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
 
srt;npλ` Bq
npS´1qtjpλqλ`µa
(
“
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
 
srt;nλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
pλ` BqnpS´1qtjpλq
`
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
 
pS´1qtjpλqλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
ιλ,λ`µpλ´ λ´ µ´ Bq
nsrt;n
“
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“´8
 
srt;nλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
pλ` BqnpS´1qtjpλq
`
ℓÿ
t“1
 
pS´1qtjpλqλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
ιλ,λ`µS
˚
trpµq .
We next replace in the above equation µ (placed at the right) by µ`B, and we apply the
resulting differential operator to ιλ,λ`µpS
˚´1qripµq. As a result we get, after summing
over r “ 1, . . . , ℓ,
ℓÿ
t“1
 
pS´1qtjpλqλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
δti
“ ´
ℓÿ
r“1
ℓÿ
t“1
Nÿ
n“0
 
srt;nλ`µ`Ba
(
Ñ
´
pλ` BqnpS´1qtjpλq
¯
ιλ,λ`µpS
˚´1qripµq ,
proving equation (3.7).
Corollary 3.10. Let V be a differential algebra, endowed with a non-local λ-bracket
t¨ λ ¨u. Assume that V is a domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let S “
`
Sij
˘
i,jPI
P
Matℓˆℓ
`
KrBs
˘
have non-zero Dieudonne` determinant. Then the following identities hold
for every a P K and i, j P I:
(3.8)
 
aλpS
´1qijpµq
(
“ ´
ℓÿ
r,t“1
Nÿ
n“0
pS´1qirpλ` µ` Bqtaλsrt;nupµ ` Bq
npS´1qtjpµq P Kλ,µ ,
and
(3.9)
 
pS´1qijpλqλ`µa
(
“ ´
ℓÿ
r,t“1
Nÿ
n“0
tsrt;nλ`µ`BauÑ
´
pλ` BqnpS´1qtjpλq
¯
pS˚´1qripµq P Kλ,µ ,
where Sij “
řN
n“0 sij;nB
n.
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Proof. It is immediate from equations (3.6) and (3.7).
Corollary 3.11. Let V be a differential algebra, endowed with a non-local λ-bracket
t¨ λ u. Assume that V is a domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let A P VpBq “
KpBq X VppB´1qq be a rational pseudodifferential operator with coefficients in V. Then
taλApµqu and tApλqλ`µau lie in Vλ,µ for every a P V.
Proof. First, note that if the pseudodifferential operators A,B P KppB´1qq satisfy the
conditions
taλApµqu , tApλqλ`µautaλBpµqu , tBpλqλ`µau P Kλ,µ ,
for every a P K, so does A ˝B. Indeed, by the Leibniz rule,
taλpA ˝Bqpµqu “ taλApµ ` BqBpµqu
“ taλApµ ` BquÑBpµq `Apλ` µ` BqtaλBpµqu ,
and both terms in the RHS lie in Kλ,µ by the assumption on A and B, thanks to Lemma
2.3. Similarly, by the right Leibniz rule,
tpA ˝Bqpλqλ`µau “ tApλ` BqBpλqλ`µau
“ tBpλqλ`µ`BauÑιλ,λ`µA
˚pµq ` tApλ ` Bqλ`µ`BauÑBpλq ,
and both terms in the RHS lie inKλ,µ (rather in the image of Kλ,µ in Kpppλ`µq
´1qqppλ´1qq
via ιλ,λ`µ) by Lemma 2.3. By Corollary 3.10 we have that, if S P VrBs, then taλS
´1pµqu
and tS´1pλqλ`µau lie in Kλ,µ for all a P K. Hence, by Definition 2.5 and the above
observations, we get that, if A P VpBq “ KpBqXVppB´1qq, then taλApµqu and tApλqλ`µau
lie in Kλ,µ for all a P K. On the other hand, if a P V, we clearly have taλApµqu P
Vppλ´1qqppµ´1qq and tApλqλ`µau P Vpppλ`µq
´1qqppλ´1qq. The claim follows from Lemma
2.4 applied to V “ K and U “ V.
Remark 3.12. In the case when S P VpBq is a rational pseudodifferential operator with
coefficients in V, thanks to Corollary 3.11, we can drop ιµ,λ and ιλ,λ`µ respectively from
equations (3.6) and (3.7), which hold in the space Vλ,µ.
4 Non-local Hamiltonian structures
4.1 Algebras of differential functions
Let Rℓ “ Fru
pnq
i | i P I, n P Z`s be the algebra of differential polynomials in the ℓ
variables ui, i P I “ t1, . . . , ℓu, with the derivation B defined by Bpu
pnq
i q “ u
pn`1q
i . The
partial derivatives B
Bu
pnq
i
are commuting derivations of Rℓ, and they satisfy the following
commutation relations with B:
(4.1)
«
B
Bu
pnq
i
, B
ff
“
B
Bu
pn´1q
i
(the RHS is 0 if n “ 0) .
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Recall from [BDSK09] that an algebra of differential functions is a differential algebra
extension V of Rℓ, endowed with commuting derivations
B
Bu
pnq
i
: V Ñ V , i P I, n P Z` ,
extending the usual partial derivatives on Rℓ, such that only a finite number of
Bf
Bu
pnq
i
are
non-zero for each f P V, and such that the commutation rules (4.1) hold on V. Examples
other than Rℓ itself are any localization of Rℓ by a multiplicative subset or any algebraic
extension of Rℓ.
For f P V, as usual we denote by
ş
f the image of f in the quotient space V{BV. Recall
that, by (4.1), we have a well-defined variational derivative δ
δu
: V{BV Ñ V‘ℓ, given by
δ
ş
f
δui
“
ÿ
nPZ`
p´Bqn
Bf
Bu
pnq
i
, i P I .
Note that if the algebra of differential functions V is a domain, then its field of
fractions K is again an algebra of differential functions in the same variables u1, . . . , uℓ,
with the maps B
Bu
pnq
i
: K Ñ K defined in the obvious way. When V “ K we call it a field
of differential functions.
We denote by C “
 
c P V
ˇˇ
Bc “ 0
(
Ă V the subalgebra of constants, and by
F “
!
f P V
ˇˇˇ Bf
Bu
pnq
i
“ 0 for all i P I, n P Z`
)
Ă V
the subalgebra of quasiconstants. It is easy to see that C Ă F . Given f P V which is not
a quasiconstant, we say that is has differential order N if Bf
Bu
pNq
i
‰ 0 for some i P I, and
Bf
Bu
pnq
j
“ 0 for every j P I and n ą N . We also set the differential order of a quasiconstant
element equal to ´8. We let VN be the subalgebra of elements of differential order at
most N . This gives an increasing sequence of subalgebras
C Ă F “ V´8 Ă V0 Ă V1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V ,
such that BVN Ă VN`1.
4.2 Construction of non-local Hamiltonian structures
Let V be an algebra of differential functions in the variables u1, . . . , uℓ. Assume that V is
a domain, and let K be the corresponding field of differential functions of fractions. Let
H “
`
Hij
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VppB
´1qq be an ℓˆ ℓ matrix pseudodifferential operator over V,
namely
Hij “
Nÿ
n“´8
Hij;nB
n P VppB´1qq , i, j P I .
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We associate to this matrix H a non-local λ-bracket on V given by the following Master
Formula (cf. [DSK06])
(4.2) tfλguH “
ÿ
i,jPI
m,nPZ`
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
pλ` BqnHjipλ` Bqp´λ´ Bq
m Bf
Bu
pmq
i
P Vppλ´1qq .
In particular
(4.3) tuiλujuH “ Hjipλq , i, j P I .
The following result gives a way to check if a matrix pseudodifferential operator
H P Matℓˆℓ VppB
´1qq defines a structure of non-local Poisson vertex algebra on V. The
analogous statement in the local case was proved in [BDSK09].
Theorem 4.1. Let V be an algebra of differential functions, which is a domain, ane let
K be its field of fractions. Let H P Matℓˆℓ VppB
´1qq. Then:
(a) Formula (4.2) gives a well-defined non-local λ-bracket on V.
(b) This non-local λ-bracket is skewsymmetric if and only if H is a skew-adjoint matrix
pseudodifferential operator.
(c) If H “
`
Hij
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VpBq is a rational matrix pseudodifferential operator with
coefficients in V, then the corresponding non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH : V ˆ V Ñ
Vppλ´1qq (given by equation (4.2)) is admissible.
(d) Let H “
`
Hij
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be a skewadjoint rational matrix pseudodifferential
operator with coefficients in V. Then the non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH defined by (4.2)
is a Poisson non-local λ-bracket, i.e. it satisfies the Jacobi identity (3.3), if and only
if the Jacobi identity holds on generators (i, j, k P I):
(4.4) tuiλtujµukuHuH ´ tujµtuiλukuHuH ´ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH “ 0 ,
where the equality holds in the space Vλ,µ.
Proof. For the proofs of (a), (b) and (d) one does the same computations as in the proof
of [BDSK09, Thm.1.15] for the local case. So, we only prove part (c). Let a, f, g P V. By
the Master Formula (4.2) and the left Leibniz rule, we have
taλtfµguHuH “
ÿ
i,jPI
m,nPZ`
 
aλ
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnHjipµ` Bqp´µ ´ Bq
m Bf
Bu
pmq
i
(
H
“
ÿ
i,jPI
m,nPZ`
 
aλ
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
(
H
pµ` BqnHjipµ` Bqp´µ ´ Bq
m Bf
Bu
pmq
i
`
ÿ
i,jPI
m,nPZ`
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
pλ` µ` BqntaλHjipµ` BquHÑp´µ´ Bq
m Bf
Bu
pmq
i
`
ÿ
i,jPI
m,nPZ`
Bg
Bu
pnq
j
pλ` µ` BqnHjipλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
m
 
aλ
Bf
Bu
pmq
i
(
H
.
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All sums in the above equations are finite. Therefore, all three terms in the RHS lie in
Vλ,µ, thanks to Corollary 3.11 and Lemma 2.3.
Definition 4.2. Let V be an algebra of differential functions, which is a domain. A
non-local Hamiltonian structure on V is a skewadjoint rational matrix pseudodifferential
operator with coefficients in V, H “
`
Hij
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VpBq, satisfying equation (4.4)
for every i, j, k P I.
Remark 4.3. It is easy to show that, if L P KpBq is a rational pseudodifferential operator,
then it can be expanded as
(4.5) L “
8ÿ
s“1
Nÿ
n“0
ÿ
p1,...,psPVM
pfinite sumq
p1B
´1 ˝ p2B
´1 ˝ . . . B´1 ˝ psB
n ,
for some fixed M,N P Z`. To see this, write L “ AS
´1, where A,S P VrBs and
S “
řN
n“0 snB
n has non-zero leading coefficient sN , and expand S
´1 using geometric
progression:
(4.6) S´1 “ B´N
8ÿ
i“0
´
´ s´1N sN´1B
´1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ s´1N s0B
´N
¯i
s´1N .
On the other hand, it is not hard to see that if L admits an expansion as in (4.5),
then taλLpµquH P Kλ,µ for every a P K and every matrix pseudodifferential operator H.
As a consequence, if all the entries of a matrix pseudodifferential operator H admit an
expansion as in (4.5), then the corresponding λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH on K is admissible.
Remark 4.4. It is claimed in the literature (without a proof) [DN89] that, in order to
show that a skewadjoint operator H defines a (local) Hamiltonian structure, it suffices to
check the Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket t¨ , ¨uH “ t¨ λ ¨uH
ˇˇ
λ“0
in V{BV on triples of
elements of the form
ş
fui, where f P F is a quasiconstant. This is indeed true, provided
that the algebra of quasiconstants F is “big enough”, by the following argument. By a
straightforward computation, using the Master Formula, we get
t
ş
fui, t
ş
guj ,
ş
hukuHuH ´ t
ş
guj , t
ş
fui,
ş
hukuHuH
´tt
ş
fui,
ş
gujuH ,
ş
hukuH “
ş
h
´
tuiλtujµukuHuH
´tujµtuiλukuHuH ´ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH
¯`
|λ“Bf
˘`
|µ“Bg
˘
.
Clearly, this is zero for all f, g, h P F and all i, j, k P I if and only if H is a Hamiltonian
structure, provided that the algebra F satisfies the following non-degeneracy conditions:
(i) if
ş
ha “ 0 for some a P V and all h P F , then a “ 0,
(ii) if P pBqf “ 0 for some differential operator P P VrBs and for all f P F , then P “ 0.
Obviously, F fulfills these conditions if it contains the algebra of polynomials Frxs. Often
in the literature this criterion is used also for non-local Hamiltonian structures, which
does not seem to have much sense, since in the non-local case V{BV does not have a Lie
algebra structure.
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4.3 Examples
Example 4.5. Let V be any algebra of differential functions in ℓ differential variables,
with subalgebra of quasiconstants F Ă V. Any skewadjoint rational matrix pseudod-
ifferential operator with quasiconstant coefficients, H “
`
HijpBq
˘
ijPI
P MatℓˆℓFpBq, is
a Hamiltonian structure. Indeed, by askewadjointness of H the λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH is
skewsymmetric, and by the Master Formula, all triple λ-brackets are zero. Note that, if
H P MatℓˆℓFppB
´1qq is skewadjoint, even if it is not a rational matrix, the corresponding
λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH is still admissible, hence it defines a non-local Poisson vertex algebra
on V.
In the special case when Hijpλq “ cijλ
´1, and C “ pcijq
ℓ
i,j“1 is a symmetric matrix
with constant coefficients, we recover the non-local Poisson vertex algebras from Example
3.7. When C if a symmetrized Cartan matrix or extended Cartan matrix of a simple Lie
algebra, we get the Hamiltonian structure for a Toda lattice (see [Fr98]).
Example 4.6. The following three operators form a compatible family of non-local Hamil-
tonian structures (i.e. any their linear combination is a non-local Hamiltonian structure)
on the algebra R1 “ Fru, u
1, u2, . . . s of differential polynomials in one variable:
(i) K1 “ B (GFZ Hamiltonina structure),
(ii) K´1 “ B
´1 (Toda non-local Hamiltonian structure),
(iii) H “ u1B´1 ˝ u1 (Sokolov non-local Hamitonian structure),
First, any linear combination over C of K1 and K´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure,
as discussed in Example 4.5. Next, it is easy to show (cf. [BDSK09, Example 3.14]) that
H´1 is a symplectic structure on the field of fractions K1 “ FracR1, known as the Sokolov
symplectic structure, [Sok84]. Hence, by Theorem 6.2 below, we deduce that H is a non-
local Hamiltonian structure. To conclude that K1,K´1,H form a compatible family, it
suffices to check that
tuλHpµquK˘1 ´ tuµHpλquK˘1 “ tHpλqλ`µuuK˘1 ,
where Hpλq “ u1pB ` λq´1u1 P Vppλ´1qq. This is straightforward.
Example 4.7. Dorfman non-local Hamiltonian structure on the algebra of differential
polynomials R1 “ Fru, u
1, u2, . . . s is:
H “ B´1 ˝ u1B´1 ˝ u1B´1 .
One easily shows (cf. [BDSK09, Example 3.14]) that H´1 is a symplectic structure
on the field of fractions K1 “ FracR1, known as Dorfman symplectic structre, [Dor93],
hence H is indeed a non-local Hamiltonian structure. Furthermore, one can show, by a
lengthy calculation, that Sokolov’s and Dorfman’s non-local Hamiltonian structures are
compatible.
Example 4.8 (cf. [Dor93]). Another triple of compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures
on R1 “ Fru, u
1, u2, . . . s is:
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(i) K1 “ B (GFZ Hamiltonian structure),
(ii) K´1 “ B
´1 (Toda non-local Hamiltonian structure),
(iii) H “ B´1 ˝ u1 ` u1B´1 (potential Virasoro-Magri non-local Hamiltonian structure).
Example 4.9 (cf. [Mag80]). There is yet another triple of compatible non-local Hamilto-
nian structures on R1 “ Fru, u
1, u2, . . . s:
(i) K1 “ B (GFZ Hamiltonian structure),
(ii) K3 “ B
3,
(iii) H “ B ˝ uB´1 ˝ uB (modified Virasoro-Magri non-local Hamiltonian structure).
Example 4.10 (cf. [Mag78, Mag80]). The following is a triple of compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures on R2 “ Fru, v, u
1, v1, . . . s:
(i) K1 “ B1I (GFZ Hamiltonian structure),
(ii) K “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
,
(iii) H “
ˆ
vB´1 ˝ v ´vB´1 ˝ u
´uB´1 ˝ v uB´1 ˝ u
˙
(NLS non-local Hamiltonian structure).
5 Constructing families of compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures
As in the previous sections, let V be an algebra of differential functions in the variables
u1, . . . , uℓ, we assume that V is a domain, and we let K be its field of fractions. As in the
local case, two non-local Poisson vertex algebra λ-brackets on V (respectively two non-
local Hamiltonian structures) are said to be compatible if any their linear combination
is again a non-local Poisson vertex algebra structure (resp. a non-local Hamiltonian
structure). Such a pair is called a bi-Hamiltonian structure. More generally, a collection
of non-local Hamiltonian structures tHαuαPA on V, is called compatible if any their
(finite) linear combination is a non-local Hamiltonian structure on V.
Recalling the Jacobi identity (4.4), we introduce the following notation. Given ra-
tional ℓ ˆ ℓ-matrix pseudodifferential operators K,H P Matℓˆℓ VpBq, we let JpH,Kq “
J1pH,Kq ´ J2pH,Kq ´ J3pH,Kq, where JαpH,Kq “
`
JαijkpH,Kqpλ, µq
˘
i,j,kPI
, for α “
1, 2, 3, are the arrays with the following entries in Vλ,µ:
(5.1)
J1pH,Kqijkpλ, µq “ tuiλtujµukuHuK ,
J2pH,Kqijkpλ, µq “ tujµtuiλukuHuK ,
J3pH,Kqijkpλ, µq “ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuK .
Consider a collection tHαuαPA of skewadjoint rational non-local matrix pseudodifferential
operators. By definition, Hα is a Hamiltonian structure if and only if JpHα,Hαq “ 0.
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It is easy to see that the Hα’s form a compatible family of Hamiltonian structures if and
only if
(5.2) JpHα,Hβq ` JpHβ,Hαq “ 0 , @α, β P A .
Theorem 5.1. Let H, K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures
on the the algebra of differential functions V, which is a domain. Assume that K is an
invertible element of the algebra Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Then the following sequence of rational
matrix pseudodifferential operators with coefficients in V:
H r0s “ K , H rns :“
`
H ˝K´1
˘n´1
˝H P Mat ℓˆℓVpBq , n ě 1 ,
form a compatible family of non-local Hamiltonian structures on V.
Remark 5.2. It is stated in [FF81] that H rns, n ě 0, are non-local Hamiltonian structures,
but the prove there is given only under the additional assupmtion that H is invertible as
well. In this case the proof becomes much easier since H rns is invertible, therefore one
needs to prove that pH rnsq´1 is a symplectic structure.
Following the idea in [TT11], we will reduce the proof of Theorem 5.1 to the following
special case of it:
Lemma 5.3. Let rH, K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures
on V, and assume that K is an invertible element of the algebra Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Then the
rational matrix pseudodifferential operator with coefficients in V
rHpBq ˝K´1pBq ˝ rHpBq P Mat ℓˆℓVpBq ,
is a non-local Hamiltonian structure on V.
Proof. To simplify notation, in this proof we denote rH by H, and we let R “ H ˝K´1
so that R˚ “ K´1 ˝ H. Let H r2s “ H ˝ K´1 ˝ H
´
“ R ˝ H “ H ˝ R˚
¯
, and let
t¨ λ ¨u2 “ t¨ λ ¨uHr2s be the non-local λ-bracket on V associated to H
r2s P Matℓˆℓ VpBq
via (4.2). We need to prove the Jacobi identity, i.e. using the notation in (5.1), that
JpH r2s,H r2sq “ 0.
We need to compute all three terms Jα “ JαpH r2s,H r2sqijkpλ, µq, for α “ 1, 2, 3, of
the Jacobi identity. First, if f P V and i P I, we have, in Vppλ´1qq,
tuiλfu2 “
ÿ
sPI
tusλ`BfuHÑR
˚
sipλq ,(5.3)
tujµfu2 “
ÿ
tPI
tutµ`BfuHÑR
˚
tjpµq ,(5.4)
tfλ`µuku2 “
ÿ
rPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tfλ`µuruH .(5.5)
Both the above equations follow immediately from the Master formula (4.2) and the
definition of H r2s. The following identities are proved in a similar way, using that K ˝
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K´1 “ 1I,
tuiλfuH “
ÿ
sPI
tusλ`BfuKÑR
˚
sipλq ,(5.6)
tujµfuH “
ÿ
tPI
tutµ`BfuKÑR
˚
tjpµq ,(5.7)
tfλ`µukuH “
ÿ
rPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tfλ`µuruK .(5.8)
Next, it is not hard to chek, using the left and right Leibniz rules and Lemma 3.9, that,
given an admissible non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨u on V, the following identities hold in Vλ,µ,
for every i, j, k P I:
tuiλH
r2s
kj pµqu “
ÿ
tPI
tuiλtutyukuHu
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
(5.9)
´
ÿ
r,tPI
Rkrpλ`µ`Bq tuiλtutyuruKu
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
`
ÿ
rPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tuiλtujµuruHu ,
tujµH
r2s
ki pλqu “
ÿ
sPI
tujµtusxukuHu
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
(5.10)
´
ÿ
r,sPI
Rkrpλ`µ`Bq tujµtusxuruKu
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
`
ÿ
rPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tujµtuiλuruHu ,
tH
r2s
ji pλqλ`µuku “
ÿ
sPI
ttusxujuHλ`µ`BukuÑ
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
(5.11)
´
ÿ
s,tPI
ttusxutuKλ`µ`BukuÑ
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq¯
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq¯
`
ÿ
tPI
ttuiλutuHλ`µ`BukuÑR
˚
tjpµq .
Here and further we use the following notation: given an element
P pλ, µq “
Nÿ
m,n,p“´8
pm,n,pλ
mµnpλ` µqp P Vλ,µ ,
and f, g P V, we let
(5.12)
P px, yq
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
f
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
g
¯
“
Nÿ
m,n,p“´8
pm,n,ppλ` µ` Bq
p
`
pλ` Bqmf
˘`
pµ` Bqng
˘
P Vλ,µ .
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In equation (5.11) we used the assumption that H and K are skewadjoint. Combining
equations (5.3) and (5.9), equations (5.4) and (5.10), and equations (5.5) and (5.11), we
get, respectively,
J1 “ tuiλtujµuku2u2(5.13)
“
ÿ
s,tPI
tusxtutyukuHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
´
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ`µ`Bq tusxtutyuruKuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
`
ÿ
r,sPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tusxtujµuruHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
,
J2 “ tujµtuiλuku2u2(5.14)
“
ÿ
s,tPI
tujytusxukuHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
´
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ`µ`Bq tutytusxuruKuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
`
ÿ
r,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tutytuiλuruHuH
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
,
J3 “ ttuiλuju2λ`µuku2(5.15)
“
ÿ
r,sPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq ttusxujuHλ`µ`BuruHÑ
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
´
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq ttusxutuKλ`µ`BuruHÑ
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq¯ R
˚
tjpµq
`
ÿ
r,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq ttuiλutuHλ`µ`BuruHÑR
˚
tjpµq .
We need to prove that J1 ´ J2 ´ J3 “ 0. The first term of the RHS of (5.13) combined
with the first term of the RHS of (5.14) gives, by the Jacobi identity for H and by
equation (5.8),
(5.16)
ÿ
s,tPI
´
tusxtutyukuHuH ´ tujytusxukuHuH
¯´ ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
“
ÿ
s,tPI
ttusxutuHx`yukuHu
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` BqttusxutuHx`yuruK
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
.
Similarly, the third term of the RHS of (5.13) combined with the first term of the RHS
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of (5.15) gives, by the Jacobi identity for H and by equation (5.7),
(5.17)
ÿ
r,sPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq
´
tusxtujµuruHuH ´ ttusxujuHλ`µ`BuruHÑ
¯
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
“
ÿ
r,sPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tujµtusxuruHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tutytusxuruHuK
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
.
In the same way, the third term of the RHS of (5.14) combined with the third term of
the RHS of (5.15) gives, by the Jacobi identity for H and by equation (5.6),
(5.18)
´
ÿ
r,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq
´
tutytuiλuruHuH ` ttuiλutuHλ`yuruH
¯
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
“ ´
ÿ
r,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tuiλtutyuruHuH´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
“ ´
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq tusλtutyuruHuK´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
.
Finally, combining the second term in the RHS of (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), together with
the RHS of equations (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18), we get
J1 ´ J2 ´ J3 “
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Rkrpλ` µ` Bq
´
´ tusxtutyuruKuH
`tutytusxuruKuH ` ttusxutuKx`yuruHÑ ` ttusxutuHx`yuruK
`tutytusxuruHuK ´ tusλtutyuruHuK
¯´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
R˚sipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
R˚tjpµq
¯
,
which is zero since, by assumption, H and K are compatible.
Remark 5.4. The proof of Lemma 5.3 does not use the assumption that K is a Hamilto-
nian structure.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We prove, by induction on n ě 1, that the rational matrix pseu-
dodifferential operators
H r0s “ K, H r1s “ H, . . . ,H rns P Mat ℓˆℓVpBq ,
form a compatible family of non-local Hamiltonian structures on V. For n “ 1, this
holds by assumption. Assuming by induction that the statement holds for n ě 1, we will
prove that it holds for n` 1. Namely, thanks to the observations at the beginning of the
section, we need to prove that
(i) JpH rn`1s,H rn`1sq “ 0,
(ii) JpH rms,H rn`1sq ` JpH rn`1s,H rmsq “ 0 for every m “ 0, . . . , n.
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By the inductive assumption, rH “ řni“0 xiH ris is a Hamiltonian structure for every
x0, . . . , xn P F. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, we get the following Hamiltonian structure for
every point px0, . . . , xnq P F
n`1:
rH ˝K´1 ˝ rH “ nÿ
i,j“0
xixjH
ris ˝K´1 ˝H rjs “
2nÿ
p“0
Qppx0, . . . , xnqH
rps ,
where, for p “ 0, . . . , 2n,
(5.19) Qppx0, . . . , xnq “
nÿ
i,j“0
pi`j“pq
xixj .
We thus get
0 “ Jp rHK´1 rH, rHK´1 rHq “ 2nÿ
p“0
Q2ppx0, . . . , xnqJpH
rps,H rpsq
`
2nÿ
p,q“0
ppăqq
Qppx0, . . . , xnqQqpx0, . . . , xnq
`
JpH rps,H rqsq ` JpH rqs,H rpsq
˘
,
for every px0, . . . , xnq P F
n`1. Note that, by the inductive assumption, JpH rps,H rpsq “ 0
for every 0 ď p ď n and JpH rps,H rqsq`JpH rqs,H rpsq “ 0 for every 0 ď p ă q ď n. Hence
the above equation gives
(5.20)
2nÿ
p“n`1
Q2ppx0, . . . , xnqJpH
rps,H rpsq
`
nÿ
p“0
2nÿ
q“n`1
Qppx0, . . . , xnqQqpx0, . . . , xnq
`
JpH rps,H rqsq ` JpH rqs,H rpsq
˘
`
2nÿ
p,q“n`1
ppăqq
Qppx0, . . . , xnqQqpx0, . . . , xnq
`
JpH rps,H rqsq ` JpH rqs,H rpsq
˘
“ 0
for every px0, . . . , xnq P F
n`1. Next, we introduce a grading in the algebra of polynomials
in x0, . . . , xn, letting degpxiq “ i. Then Qppx0, . . . , xnq is homogeneous of degree p. By
looking at the terms of degree d “ 2n` 2 in equation (5.20), we get
(5.21)
Q2n`1px0, . . . , xnqJpH
rn`1s,H rn`1sq `
nÿ
p“2
Qppx0, . . . , xnq
Q2n`2´ppx0, . . . , xnq
`
JpH rps,H r2n`2´psq ` JpH r2n`2´ps,H rpsq
˘
“ 0 ,
while, by looking at the terms of degree d “ m` n` 1 with m P t0, . . . , nu in equation
(5.20), we get
(5.22)
mÿ
p“0
Qppx0, . . . , xnqQm`n`1´ppx0, . . . , xnq`
JpH rps,H rm`n`1´psq ` JpH rm`n`1´ps,H rpsq
˘
“ 0 ,
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for every px0, . . . , xnq P F
n`1. To conclude the proof, we only need to show that equations
(5.21) and (5.22) imply respectively relations (i) and (ii) above. This is a consequence of
the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. (a) For every n ě 1,
(5.23) Q2n`1px0, . . . , xnq R Span F
!
Qppx0, . . . , xnqQ2n`2´ppx0, . . . , xnq
)
2ďpďn
.
(b) For every n ě 1 and m P t0, . . . , nu,
(5.24) QmQn`1 R Span F
!
QpQm`n`1´p
)
0ďpďm´1
.
Proof. Note that,
Qpp0, . . . , 0, xk, . . . , xnq
“
nÿ
i,j“k
pi`j“pq
xixj “
$&%
0 if p ă 2k ,
x2k if p “ 2k ,
2xkxp´k ` . . . if p ą 2k .
We prove part (a) separately in the cases when n is even and odd. If n “ 2k ´ 1
is odd, letting x0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xk´1 “ 0 we have Qn`1 “ x
2
k ‰ 0, and Qp “ 0 for all p “
2, . . . , n “ 2k´1. This implies (5.23) for odd n. If n “ 2, we have Q2 “ 2x0x2`x
2
1, Q3 “
2x1x2, Q4 “ x
2
2, hence Q
2
3 R FQ2Q4. If n “ 2k with k ě 2, letting x0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xk´1 “ 0 we
have Qp “ 0 for all p “ 2, . . . , n´1, Qn “ x
2
k, Qn`1 “ 2xkxk`1, Qn`2 “ 2xkxk`2`x
2
k`1.
Since Q2n`1 “ 4x
2
kx
2
k`1 is not a multiple of QnQn`2 “ 2x
3
kxk`2`x
2
kx
2
k`1, (5.23) holds for
even n.
Similarly, we prove part (b) separately in the cases when m is even and odd. If
m “ 2k is even, letting x0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xk´1 “ 0 we have QmQn`1 “ x
2
kQn`1 ‰ 0, and
Qp “ 0 for all p “ 2, . . . ,m ´ 1. Hence (5.24) holds for even m. For m “ 1 ď n, we
have Q0 “ x
2
0, Q1 “ 2x0x1, Qn`1 “ 2x1xn ` . . . . Therefore, Q0Qn`2 is divisible by x
2
0,
while Q1Qn`1 “ 2x0x1p2x1xn ` . . . q is not. Finally, if m “ 2k ` 1 is odd, with k ě 1,
letting x0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ xk´1 “ 0 we have Qp “ 0 for all p “ 2, . . . ,m ´ 2, Qm´1 “ x
2
k,
Qm “ 2xkxk`1, Qn`1 “ 2xkxn`1´k ` 2xk`1xn´k ` . . . . Hence, Qm´1Qn`2 “ x
2
kQn`2 is
divisible by x2k, while QmQn`1 “ 4x
2
kxk`1xn`1´k ` 4xkx
2
k`1xn´k ` . . . is not, proving
(5.24) for odd m.
Example 5.6. Let K “ B3, H “ B2 ˝ 1
u
B ˝ 1
u
B2. These are compatible Hamiltonian
structures (see [DSKW10]). Hence, by Theorem 5.1,
H rns “ pH ˝K´1qn´1 ˝H “ B2 ˝ p
1
u
˝ Bq2n ˝ B , n P Z` ,
are compatible Hamiltonian structures. This was proved in [DSKW10] by direct verifi-
cation, and deduced from Theorem 5.1 in [TT11].
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6 Symplectic structures and Dirac structures in terms of
non-local Hamiltonian structures
6.1 Simplectic structure as inverse of a non-local Hamiltonian structure
As in the previous sections, let V be an algebra of differential functions in the variables
u1, . . . , uℓ, which is a domain, and let K be its field of fractions.
Recall that (see e.g. [BDSK09]) a symplectic structure on V is an ℓ ˆ ℓ matrix
differential operator S “
`
SijpBq
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VrBs which is skewadjoint and satisfies
the following symplectic identity :
(6.1)
ÿ
nPZ`
´BSkipµq
Bu
pnq
j
λn ´
BSkjpλq
Bu
pnq
i
µn ` p´λ´ µ´ Bqn
BSijpλq
Bu
pnq
k
¯
“ 0 .
We can write the symplectic identity (6.1) in terms of the Beltrami λ-bracket x¨ λ ¨y :
V ˆ V Ñ Vrλs, introduced in [BDSK09]. It is defined as the symmetric λ-bracket such
that xuiλujy “ δij , and extended by the Master Formula (4.2):
xfλgy “
ÿ
iPI
m,nPZ`
p´1qm
Bg
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` Bqm`n
Bf
u
pmq
i
.
Then, the symplectic identity (6.1) becomes
(6.2) xujλtuiµukuSy ´ xuiµtujλukuSy ` xtujλuiuSλ`µuky “ 0 ,
where, recalling (4.2), we let tujλuiuS “ Sijpλq.
Note that, if S P Matℓˆℓ VpBq is a rational matrix pseudodifferential operator with
coefficients in V, then, by Corollary 3.11, all three terms in the LHS of equation (6.2) lie
in Vλ,µ. Hence, equation (6.2) still makes sense (as an equation in Vλ,µ).
Definition 6.1. A non-local symplectic structure on V is a skewadjoint rational ma-
trix pseudodifferential operator S “
`
SijpBq
˘
i,jPI
P Matℓˆℓ VpBq with coefficients in V,
satisftying equation (6.2) in Vλ,µ for all i, j, k P I.
Theorem 6.2. Let S P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be a skewadjoint rational matrix pseudodifferential
operator with coefficients in the algebra of differential functions V. Assume that S is an
invertible element of the algebra Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Then, S is a non-local symplectic structure
on V if and only if S´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure on V.
Proof. Clearly, S is skewadjoint if and only if S´1 is skewadjoint. Hence, recalling the
Definition 4.2 of non-local Hamiltonian structure, we only need to show that equation
(6.1) in Vλ,µ is equivalent to the Jacobi identity (4.4), again in Vλ,µ, for H “ S
´1. By
equation (3.6), Remark 3.12, and the Master Formula (4.2), we have, letting SijpBq “
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řN
p“´8 sij;pB
p,
(6.3)
tuiλtujµukuHuH “
 
uiλpS
´1qkjpµq
(
S´1
“
´
ℓÿ
r,t“1
Nÿ
p“´8
pS´1qkrpλ` µ` Bqtuiλsrt;puS´1pµ` Bq
ppS´1qtjpµq
“ ´
ÿ
r,s,tPI, nPZ`
pS´1qkrpλ` µ` Bq
´
pλ` BqnpS´1qsipλq
¯
´BSrtpµ` Bq
Bu
pnq
s
pS´1qtjpµq
¯
.
Exchanging i with j and λ with µ, we get
(6.4)
tujµtuiλukuHuH “ ´
ÿ
r,s,tPI, nPZ`
pS´1qkrpλ` µ` Bq´
pµ` BqnpS´1qtjpµq
¯´BSrspλ` Bq
Bu
pnq
t
pS´1qsipλq
¯
.
Similarly, by equation (3.7) and Remark 3.12, we have, using the assumption that S is
skewadjoint,
(6.5)
ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH “
 
pS´1qjipλqλ`µuk
(
S´1
“
ℓÿ
s,t“1
Nÿ
p“´8
tsts;pλ`µ`BukuS´1Ñ
pS´1qtjpµqpλ` Bq
ppS´1qsipλq
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI,mPZ`
pS´1qkrpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
m
´
pS´1qtjpµq
BStspλ` Bq
Bu
pmq
r
pS´1qsipλq
¯
.
Combining equations (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5), we get that the LHS of the Jacobi identity
(4.4) is
(6.6)
tuiλtujµukuHuH ´ tujµtuiλukuHuH ´ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI, nPZ`
pS´1qkrpλ` µ` Bq
˜
´
BSrtpyq
Bu
pnq
s
xn `
BSrspxq
Bu
pnq
t
yn
´p´x´ y ´ Bqn
BStspxq
Bu
pnq
r
¸´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
pS´1qsipλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
pS´1qtjpµq
¯
,
where we used the notation introduced in (5.12). Clearly, the RHS of (6.6) is zero,
provided that the symplectic identity (6.1) holds. For the opposite implication, we have,
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by (6.6),
ÿ
i,j,kPI
Sγkpx` y ` Bq
˜
tuixtujyukuHuH ´ tujytuixukuHuH
´ttuixujuHx`yukuH
¸´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
Siαpλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
Sjβpµq
¯
“
ÿ
nPZ`
˜
´
BSγβpµq
Bu
pnq
α
λn `
BSγαpλq
Bu
pnq
β
µn ´ p´λ´ µ´ Bqn
BSβαpλq
Bu
pnq
γ
¸
.
Hence, equation (4.4) implies equation (6.1).
6.2 Dirac structure in terms of non-local Hamiltonian structure
Let V be an algebra of differential functions, which is a domain, and let K be its field of
fractions. Given a set J and an element X P VJ , we define the Frechet derivative of X
as the differential operator DXpBq : V
ℓ Ñ VJ given by
(6.7)
`
DXpBqP
˘
i
“
ÿ
nPZ`
ÿ
jPI
BXi
Bu
pnq
j
BnPj .
Its adjoint operator is the map D˚XpBq : V
‘J Ñ V‘ℓ given by:
(6.8)
`
D˚XpBqY
˘
i
“
ÿ
nPZ`
ÿ
jPI
p´Bqn
´ BXj
Bu
pnq
i
Yj
¯
.
Here and further, for a possibly infinite set J , V‘J denotes the space of column vectors
in VJ with only finitely many non-zero entries. (Though in this paper we do not consider
any example with infinite ℓ, we still distinguish Vℓ and V‘ℓ as a book-keeping device).
The following identity can be checked directly and it will be useful later:
(6.9)
ş
X ¨DY pBqP `
ş
Y ¨DXpBqP “
ş
P ¨
δ
δu
pX ¨ Y q ,
for all X P VJ , Y P V‘J , P P Vℓ.
We have the usual pairing V‘ℓ ˆ Vℓ Ñ V{BV given by pF |P q “
ş
F ¨ P . This pairing
is non-degenerate (see e.g. [BDSK09, Prop.1.3(a)]). We extend it to a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form
(6.10) x¨ | ¨y :
`
V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ
˘
ˆ
`
V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ
˘
Ñ V{BV ,
given by xF ‘ P |G‘Qy “
ş
pF ¨Q`G ¨ P q.
The Courant-Dorfman product is the following product on the space V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ:
(6.11) pF ‘ P q ˝ pG‘Qq “
`
DGpBqP `D
˚
P pBqG ´DF pBqQ`D
˚
F pBqQ
˘
‘ rP,Qs ,
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where, for P,Q P Vℓ, we let
(6.12) rP,Qs “ DQpBqP ´DP pBqQ .
The above formula takes a simpler form when F and G are variational derivatives (see
[BDSK09, Rem.4.6]):
(6.13)
´δşf
δu
‘ P
¯
˝
´δşg
δu
‘Q
¯
“
δ
δu
´ ż
P ¨
δg
δu
¯
‘ rP,Qs .
Remark 6.3. All the above notions have a natural interpretation from the point of view
of variational calculus. Indeed, the space Vℓ is naturally identified with the Lie algebra
of evolutionary vector fields gB, and the space V‘ℓ is naturally identified with the space
of variational 1-forms Ω1. Then the contraction of variational 1-forms by evolutionary
vector fields gives the inner product (6.10); the Courant-Dorfman product corresponds
to the derived bracket r¨ , ¨sd, where r¨ , ¨s is the Lie superalgebra bracket on the space of
endomorphisms of the space of all de Rham forms over V, and d “ adpδq, where δ is the
de Rham differential, [BDSK09, Prop.4.2].
Definition 6.4 ([Dor93, BDSK09]). A Dirac structure is a subspace L Ă V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ,
which is maximal isotropic with respect to the inner product (6.10), and which is closed
under the Courant-Dorfman product (6.11).
Given two ℓˆℓ matrix differential operators A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs consider the following
subspace of V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ:
(6.14) LA,B “
 
BpBqX ‘ApBqX
ˇˇ
X P V‘ℓ
(
.
Proposition 6.5. The subspace LA,B Ă V
‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ is isotropic with respect to the inner
product (6.10) if and only if
(6.15) A˚ ˝B `B˚ ˝ A “ 0 .
If, moreover, detB ‰ 0 (i.e. B is invertible in the algebra MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq), then (6.15)
holds if and only if A ˝ B´1 P MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq is skewadjiont, while if detA ‰ 0, then
(6.15) holds if and only if B ˝ A´1 P MatℓˆℓKppB
´1qq is skewadjiont.
Proof. For X,Y P V‘ℓ we have
xBpBqX ‘ApBqX |BpBqY ‘ApBqY y “
ş
Y ¨
`
A˚pBqBpBq `B˚pBqApBq
˘
X .
Hence, due to non-degeeracy of the pairing pF |P q “
ş
F ¨ P , the space LA,B is isotropic
if and only if (6.15) holds. The remaining statements are straightforward.
Example 6.6. Letting A P Matℓˆℓ V andB “ 1Iℓ B, condition (6.15) holds if and only if A is
a symmetric matrix with entries in C Ă V (the subring of constant functions). In this case
AB´1 is a skewadjont matrix pseudodifferential operator and LA,B “
 
AX ‘ BX
ˇˇ
X P
V‘ℓ
(
is an isotropic subspace of V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ. It is not hard to show directly that LA,B
is maximal isotropic if and only if the matrix A is non-degenerate. When V “ K is a
differential field, this is a corollary of the following general result:
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Proposition 6.7 ([CDSK12b]). Let K be a differential field, and let H “ AB´1 be a
minimal fractional decomposition of the skewadjoint rational matrix pseudodifferential
operator H P MatℓˆℓKpBq. Then the subspace LA,B Ă K
‘ℓ ‘ Kℓ is maximal isotropic
with respect to the inner product (6.10).
Proposition 6.8. Suppose that A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs satisfy equation (6.15). Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) xX ˝ Y,Zy “ 0 for all X,Y,Z P LA,B.
(ii) for every F,G P Vℓ one has:
(6.16)
A˚pBqDBpBqGpBqApBqF `A
˚pBqD˚
ApBqF pBqBpBqG
´A˚pBqDBpBqF pBqApBqG `A
˚pBqD˚
BpBqF pBqApBqG
`B˚pBqDApBqGpBqApBqF ´B
˚pBqDApBqF pBqApBqG “ 0 .
(iii) for every i, j, k P I, one has in the space Vrλ, µs:
(6.17)
ÿ
s,tPI
nPZ`
A˜˚kspλ` µ` Bq
ˆ
BBsjpµq
Bu
pnq
t
pλ` BqnAtipλq ´
BBsipλq
Bu
pnq
t
pµ` BqnAtjpµq˙
`B˚kspλ` µ` Bq
ˆ
BAsjpµq
Bu
pnq
t
pλ` BqnAtipλq ´
BAsipλq
Bu
pnq
t
pµ` BqnAtjpµq
˙
`A˚kspλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n
ˆ
BAtipλq
Bu
pnq
s
Btjpµq `
BBtipλq
Bu
pnq
s
Atjpµq
˙¸
“ 0 .
Proof. Letting X “ BpBqF‘ApBqF, Y “ BpBqG‘ApBqG, Z “ BpBqE‘ApBqE, condition
(i) readsş`
ApBqE
˘
¨
`
DBpBqGpBqApBqF `D
˚
ApBqF pBqBpBqG ´DBpBqF pBqApBqG
`D˚
BpBqF pBqApBqG
˘
`
`
BpBqE
˘¨`
DApBqGpBqApBqF´DApBqF pBqApBqG
˘
“0.
Since the above equation holds for every E P V‘ℓ it reduces, integrating by parts, to
equation (6.16). For this we use the non-degeneracy of the pairing (6.10). This proves
that conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
We next prove that conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, provided that (6.15)
holds. For α “ 1, . . . , 6, let (6.16)α be the k-entry of the α-th term of the LHS of
(6.16): for example (6.16)1 “
`
A˚pBqDBpBqGpBqApBqF
˘
k
. We have, by the definition of
the Frechet derivative and some algebraic manipulations (similar to those used in the
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proof of [BDSK09, Prop.1.16]),
(6.16)1 “
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
A˚kspBq
´BBsjpBq
Bu
pnq
t
Gj
¯
BnAtipBqFi
`A˚kspBqBsjpBq
BGj
Bu
pnq
t
BnAtipBqFi
˙
,
(6.16)2 “
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
A˚kspBqp´Bq
n
´BAtipBq
Bu
pnq
s
Fi
¯
BtjpBqGj
`A˚kspBqp´Bq
n BFi
Bu
pnq
s
A˚itpBqBtjpBqGj
˙
,
(6.16)3 “ ´
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
A˚kspBq
´BBsipBq
Bu
pnq
t
Fi
¯
BnAtjpBqGj
`A˚kspBqBsipBq
BFi
Bu
pnq
t
BnAtjpBqGj
˙
,
(6.16)4 “
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
A˚kspBqp´Bq
n
´BBtipBq
Bu
pnq
s
Fi
¯
AtjpBqGj
`A˚kspBqp´Bq
n BFi
Bu
pnq
s
B˚itpBqAtjpBqGj
˙
,
(6.16)5 “
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
B˚kspBq
´BAsjpBq
Bu
pnq
t
Gj
¯
BnAtipBqFi
`B˚kspBqAsjpBq
BGj
Bu
pnq
t
BnAtipBqFi
˙
,
(6.16)6 “ ´
ÿ
i,j,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
B˚kspBq
´BAsipBq
Bu
pnq
t
Fi
¯
BnAtjpBqGj
`B˚kspBqAsipBq
BFi
Bu
pnq
t
BnAtjpBqGj
˙
.
Combining the second terms in the RHS of (6.16)1 and (6.16)5 we get zero, thanks to
equation (6.15). Similarly, we get zero if we combine the second terms in the RHS of
(6.16)2 and (6.16)4, and if we combine the second terms in the RHS of (6.16)3 and (6.16)6.
Equation (6.17) thus follows from equation (6.16) once we replace B acting on Fi by λ,
and B acting on Gj by µ.
Remark 6.9. It follows by Definition 6.4 and Proposition 6.8 that a Dirac structure is
a maximal isotropic subspace L of V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ satisfying one of the equivalent conditions
(i)–(iii) above.
Proposition 6.10. Suppose that A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs satisfy equation (6.15) and assume
that B has non-zero Dieudonne` determinant. Suppose, moreover, that the (skewadjoint)
rational matrix pseudodifferential operator H “ A ˝ B´1 has coefficients in V, i.e. H P
Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Consider the corresponding non-local λ-bracket t¨ λ ¨uH given by the Master
Formula (4.2). Then the Jacobi identity (4.4) on t¨ λ ¨uH is equivalent to equation (6.17)
on the entries of matrices A and B.
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Proof. Letting AstpBq “
řM
m“0 ast;mB
m and BstpBq “
řM
n“0 bij;nB
n. By formula (4.3) and
the left Leibniz rule (3.4) we have,
tuiλtujµukuHuH “
ÿ
rPI
tuiλAkrpµ` BqB
´1
rj pµquH
“
ÿ
rPI
Mÿ
m“0
tuiλakr;muHpµ` Bq
mB´1rj pµq
`
ÿ
rPI
Akrpλ` µ` BqtuiλB
´1
rj pµquH .
By equation (3.8) we have
tuiλB
´1
rj pµquH
“ ´
ÿ
s,tPI
Mÿ
m“0
pB´1qrspλ` µ` Bqtuiλbst;muHpµ` Bq
mpB´1qtjpµq .
Combining the above two equations we then get, using the Master Formula (4.2),
tuiλtujµukuHuH
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI
Mÿ
m“0
ÿ
nPZ`
Bakr;m
Bu
pnq
s
´
pµ ` BqmB´1rj pµq
¯´
pλ` BqnAstpλ` BqB
´1
ti pλq
¯
´
ÿ
p,q,r,s,tPI
Mÿ
m“0
ÿ
nPZ`
Akrpλ` µ` BqpB
´1qrspλ` µ` Bq
Bbst;m
Bu
pnq
p
´
pµ` BqmpB´1qtjpµq
¯´
pλ` BqnApqpλ` BqB
´1
qi pλq
¯
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
´BAkrpµ` Bq
Bu
pnq
s
B´1rj pµq
¯´
pλ` BqnAstpλ` BqB
´1
ti pλq
¯
´
ÿ
p,q,r,s,tPI
ÿ
nPZ`
Akrpλ` µ` BqpB
´1qrspλ` µ` Bq´BBstpµ` Bq
Bu
pnq
p
pB´1qtjpµq
¯´
pλ` BqnApqpλ` BqB
´1
qi pλq
¯
.
Next, we apply B˚k1kpλ` µ`Bq to both sides of the above equation (on the left), replace
λ by λ`B acting on Bii1pλq, replace µ by µ`B acting on Bjj1pµq, and sum over i, j, k P I.
As a result we get, using the assumption (6.15) (see notation (5.12)),
(6.18)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqtuixtujyukuHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
¯
“
ÿ
k,iPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BAkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq
`A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BBkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq
˙
.
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Exchanging i1 with j1 and λ with µ in (6.18), we get
(6.19)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqtujytuixukuHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
¯
“
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqtuixtujyukuHuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“µ`B
Bij1pµq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“λ`B
Bji1pλq
¯
“
ÿ
k,jPI
ÿ
nPZ`
ˆ
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BAki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq
`A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BBki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq
˙
.
We are left to study the third term in the Jacobi identity. By the right Leibniz rule (3.4)
we get,
ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH “
ÿ
rPI
tAjrpλ` BqB
´1
ri pλqλ`µukuH
“
ÿ
rPI
Mÿ
m“0
tajr;mλ`µ`BukuHÑ
pλ` BqmB´1ri pλq
`
ÿ
rPI
Mÿ
m“0
tB´1ri pλqλ`µ`BukuHÑp´µ ´ Bq
majr;m .
By equation (3.9) we have
tB´1ri pλqλ`µ`BukuHÑ
“ ´
ℓÿ
s,t“1
Mÿ
m“0
tbst;mλ`µ`BukuÑ ˝
´
pλ` BqmpB´1qtipλq
¯
pB˚´1qsrpµ` Bq .
Combining the above two equations and using the Master Formula (4.2) we then get
ttuiλujuHλ`µukuH
“
ÿ
r,s,tPI
nPZ`
Aktpλ` µ` BqB
´1
ts pλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n BAjrpλ` Bq
Bu
pnq
s
B´1ri pλq
´
ÿ
r,p,q,s,tPI
nPZ`
Akqpλ` µ` BqB
´1
qp pλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n
´BBstpλ` Bq
Bu
pnq
p
pB´1qtipλq
¯´
pB˚´1qsrpµ` BqA
˚
rjpµq
¯
.
Hence, if we apply, as before, B˚k1kpλ ` µ ` Bq on the left, replace λ by λ ` B acting on
Bii1pλq, replace µ by µ`B acting on Bjj1pµq, and sum over i, j, k P I, we get, using (6.15),
(6.20)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqttuixujuHx`yukuH
´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
¯
´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
¯
“ ´
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n
ˆ
BAji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Bjj1pµq `
BBji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Ajj1pµq
˙
.
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Combining (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20), we get that the expressionÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
´
tuixtujyukuHuH ´ tujytuixukuHuH
´ttuixujuHx`yukuH
¯´ˇˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
¯´ˇˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
¯
is the same as the LHS of (6.17). The claim follows from the assumption that the matrix
B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs has non-zero Dieudonne` determinant.
Theorem 6.11. Let V be an algebra of differential functions in the variables u1, . . . , uℓ,
which is a domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let H “ AB´1, with A,B P
Matℓˆℓ VrBs, detB ‰ 0, be a minimal fractional decomposition (cf. Definition 2.11 and
Remark 2.14) of the rational matrix pseudodifferential operator H P Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Then
the subspace
(6.21) LA,BpKq “
 
BpBqX ‘ApBqA
ˇˇ
X P K‘ℓ
(
Ă K‘ℓ ‘Kℓ ,
is a Dirac structure if and only if H is a non-local Hamiltonian structure on V.
Proof. It immediately follows from Remark 2.14 and Propositions 6.5, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.10.
Remark 6.12. We may define a “generalized” Dirac structure as a subspace L of V‘ℓ‘Vℓ,
such that L Ă LK (i.e. L is isotropic), and L ˝ L Ă LK (i.e. condition (i) in Proposition
6.8 holds), where LK is the orthogonal complement to L with respect to the inner product
(6.10). Note that a Dirac structure is a special case of this when L is maximal isotropic.
If A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs, detB ‰ 0, then LA,B is a generalized Dirac structure if and only
if H “ AB´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure on V (not necessarily in its minimal
fractional decomposition). Note also that any subspace of a generalized Dirac structure
is a generalized Dirac structure.
6.3 Compatible pairs of Dirac structures
The notion of compatibility of Dirac structures was introduced by Gelfand and Dorfman
[GD80], [Dor93] (see also [BDSK09]). In this paper we introduce a weaker, but more
natural, notion of compatibility, which still can be used to implement successfully the
Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability, and which is more closely related to the notion of
compatibility of the corresponding non-local Hamiltonian structures.
Given two Dirac structures L and L1 Ă V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ, we define the relations
(6.22)
NL,L1 “
 
P ‘ P 1
ˇˇ
F ‘ P P L, F ‘ P 1 P L1 for some F P V‘ℓ
(
Ă Vℓ ‘ Vℓ ,
NL,L1q “  F ‘ F 1 ˇˇF ‘ P P L, F 1 ‘ P P L1 for some P P Vℓ( Ă V‘ℓ‘V‘ℓ.
Definition 6.13. Two Dirac structures L, L1 Ă V‘ℓ ‘ Vℓ are said to be compatible if
for all P,P 1, Q,Q1 P Vℓ, F, F 1, F 2 P V‘ℓ such that
P ‘ P 1, Q‘Q1 P NL,L1 and F ‘ F
1, F 1 ‘ F 2 P NL,L1q ,
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we have
(6.23) pF |rP,Qsq ´ pF 1|rP,Q1sq ´ pF 1|rP 1, Qsq ` pF 2|rP 1, Q1sq “ 0 ,
where, as before, pF |P q “
ş
F ¨ P , and, for P,Q P Vℓ, rP,Qs is given by (6.12).
Remark 6.14. The original notion of compatibility, introduced by Dorfman in [Dor93], is
similar, except that NL,L1q is replaced by the “dual” relation
N ˚L,L1 “
 
F ‘ F 1 P V‘ℓ ‘ V‘ℓ
ˇˇ ş
F ¨ P “
ş
F 1 ¨ P 1 for all P ‘ P 1 P NL,L1
(
.
Since L and L1 are isotropic, we have, for F ‘ F 1 P NL,L1q , and for Q ‘ Q1 P NL,L1,ş
F ¨ Q “ ´
ş
G ¨ P “
ş
F 1 ¨ Q1, where P P Vℓ and G P V‘ℓ are such that F ‘ P,G ‘ Q P
L, F 1 ‘ P,G‘Q1 P L1. Hence, NL,L1q Ă N ˚L,L1.
Even with the weaker notion of compatibility, the following important theorem still
holds (cf. [BDSK09, Thm.4.13]).
Theorem 6.15. Let pL,L1q be a pair of compatible Dirac structures. Let F0, F1, F2 P V
‘ℓ
be such that:
(i) D˚FnpBq “ DFnpBq, for n “ 0, 1;
(ii) F0 ‘ F1, F1 ‘ F2 P NL,L1q .
Then, for all P ‘ P 1, Q‘Q1 P NL,L1, we have
(6.24)
ş
Q1 ¨
`
DF2pBq ´D
˚
F2
pBq
˘
P 1 “ 0 .
Proof. By the assumption (6.23), we have
0 “ pF0|rP,Qsq ´ pF1|rP,Q
1sq ´ pF1|rP
1, Qsq ` pF2|rP
1, Q1sq
“
ż ´
F0 ¨DQpBqP ´ F0 ¨DP pBqQ´ F1 ¨DQ1pBqP ` F1 ¨DP pBqQ
1
´F1 ¨DQpBqP
1 ` F1 ¨DP 1pBqQ` F2 ¨DQ1pBqP
1 ´ F2 ¨DP 1pBqQ
1
¯
“
ż
P ¨
δ
δu
`
pF0|Qq ´ pF1|Q
1q
˘
´
ż
Q ¨
δ
δu
`
pF0|P q ´ pF1|P
1q
˘
´
ż
P 1 ¨
δ
δu
`
pF1|Qq ´ pF2|Q
1q
˘
`
ż
Q1 ¨
δ
δu
`
pF1|P q ´ pF2|P
1q
˘
´
ż
Q ¨DF0pBqP `
ż
P ¨DF0pBqQ`
ż
Q1 ¨DF1pBqP ´
ż
P ¨DF1pBqQ
1
`
ż
Q ¨DF1pBqP
1 ´
ż
P 1 ¨DF1pBqQ´
ż
Q1 ¨DF2pBqP
1 `
ż
P 1 ¨DF2pBqQ
1 .
In the second identity we used the definition (6.12) of the Lie bracket on Vℓ, and in
the last identity we used equation (6.9). Since, by assumption, F0 ‘ F1 P NL,L1q and
Q‘Q1 P NL,L1, we have (by Remark 6.14) that pF0|Qq “ pF1|Q
1q. Hence the first term
in the RHS above is zero, and, by the same argument, the first four terms are zero. The
following six terms are also zero since, by assumption, DF0pBq and DF1pBq are selfadjoint.
In conclusion, equation (6.24) holds.
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6.4 Compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures and corresponding
compatible pairs of Dirac structures
In Theorem 6.11 we proved that to a non-local Hamiltonian structure H P Matℓˆℓ VpBq
in its minimal fractional decomposition H “ AB´1, with A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs, there
corresponds a Dirac structure LA,BpKq on the field of frations K. In this section we prove
that to a compatible pair of non-local Hamiltonian structures H “ AB´1, K “ CD´1,
in their minimal fractional decompositions, there corresponds a compatible pair of Dirac
structures LA,BpKq, LC,DpKq on K. This is stated in the following:
Theorem 6.16. Let V be an algebra of differential functions in u1, . . . , uℓ, which is a
domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let H, K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures on V. Let H “ AB´1, K “ CD´1 be their minimal fractional
decompositions (cf. Definition 2.11). Then LA,BpKq and LC,DpKq are compatible Dirac
structures on K.
By Theorem 4.1, the Hamiltonian structures H and K on V are compatible if and
only if we have the following “mixed” Jacobi identity on generators (i, j, k P I):
(6.25)
tuiλtujµukuHuK ´ tujµtuiλukuHuK ´ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuK
`tuiλtujµukuKuH ´ tujµtuiλukuKuH ´ ttuiλujuKλ`µukuH “ 0 ,
In order to relate the above condition to the compatibility of the corresponding Dirac
structures LA,B and LC,D, we need to compute explicitly each term of the above equation.
This is done in the following:
Lemma 6.17. Suppose that the pairs pA,Bq and pC,Dq, with A,B,C,D P Matℓˆℓ VrBs,
satisfy equation (6.15):
(6.26) A˚ ˝B `B˚ ˝ A “ 0 , C˚ ˝D `D˚ ˝ C “ 0 .
Assume that B and D have non-zero Dieudonne` determinant, and that the (skewadjoint)
rational matrix pseudodifferential operators H “ AB´1 and K “ CD´1 have coefficients
in V, i.e. H,K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq. Consider the corresponding non-local λ-brackets t¨ λ ¨uH
and t¨ λ ¨uK given by the Master Formula (4.2). Then, in terms of notation (5.12), we
have the following identities for every i1, j1, k1 P I:
(6.27)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqtuixtujyukuHuK
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Dii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
˘
“
ÿ
i,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BAkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnCii1pλq
`
ÿ
i,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BBkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnCii1pλq ,
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(6.28)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
D˚k1kpλ` µ` BqtuixtujyukuKuH
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Djj1pµq
˘
“
ÿ
i,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
D˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BCkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq
`
ÿ
i,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
C˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BDkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq ,
(6.29)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqtuj ytuixukuHuK
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Djj1pµq
˘
“
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BAki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ ` BqnCjj1pµq
`
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BBki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnCjj1pµq ,
(6.30)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
D˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqtuj ytuixukuKuH
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Dii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
˘
“
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
D˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BCki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq
`
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
C˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq
BDki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq ,
(6.31)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
D˚k1kpλ` µ` BqttuixujuHx`yukuK
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Bii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Bjj1pµq
˘
“ ´
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
C˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n BAji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Bjj1pµq
´
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
C˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n BBji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Ajj1pµq ,
(6.32)
ÿ
i,j,kPI
B˚k1kpλ` µ` BqttuixujuKx`yukuH
`ˇˇ
x“λ`B
Dii1pλq
˘`ˇˇ
y“µ`B
Djj1pµq
˘
“ ´
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n BCji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Djj1pµq
´
ÿ
j,kPI
ÿ
nPZ`
A˚k1kpλ` µ` Bqp´λ´ µ´ Bq
n BDji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Cjj1pµq .
Proof. For equation (6.27), we can use the Leibniz rule and equation (3.8) to get
tuixtujyukuHuK “
ÿ
rPI
tuixAkrpy ` BqpB
´1qrjpyquK
“
ÿ
rPI
ÿ
mPZ`
tuixakr;muKpy ` Bq
mpB´1qrjpyq
´
ÿ
r,p,qPI
mPZ`
Akrpx` y ` BqpB
´1qrppx` y ` Bqtuiλbpq;muKpy ` Bq
mpB´1qqjpyq .
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We can then use the Master Formula (4.2) to get
tuixtujyukuHuK “
ÿ
r,sPI
ÿ
nPZ`
´BAkrpy ` Bq
Bu
pnq
s
pB´1qrjpyq
¯
px` BqnKsipxq
´
ÿ
r,p,q,sPI
nPZ`
Akrpx` y ` BqpB
´1qrppx` y ` Bq
´BBpqpy ` Bq
Bu
pnq
s
pB´1qqjpyq
¯
px` BqnKsipxq .
If we now replace x with λ`B acting on Dii1pλq and y by µ`B acting on Bjj1pµq, and we
apply B˚k1kpλ` µ` Bq, acting from the left, to both sides of the above equation, we get,
after using the assuption (6.26), that equation (6.27) holds. Equation (6.28) is obtained
from (6.27) by exchanging the roles of H and K. Equation (6.29) is obtained from (6.27)
by exchanging λ with µ and i and i1 with j and j1 respectively, and equation (6.30) is
obtained from (6.29) by exchaing the roles of H and K. Finally, equations (6.31) and
(6.32) can be derived with a similar computation, which involves the right Leibniz rule
(instead of the left) and equation (3.9) (instead of (3.8)).
Let us next describe the relations (6.22) associated to Dirac structures LA,BpKq and
LC,DpKq defined in (6.21). We have
(6.33)
NLA,BpKq,LC,DpKq “
 
ApBqX ‘ CpBqX 1
ˇˇ
X,X 1 P K‘ℓ , BpBqX “ DpBqX 1
(
,
NLA,BpKq,LC,DpKqq “  BpBqZ ‘DpBqZ 1 ˇˇZ,Z 1 P K‘ℓ , ApBqZ “ CpBqZ 1( .
Hence, by Definition 6.13, the Dirac structures LA,B and LC,D are compatible if and only
if, for every X,X 1, Y, Y 1, Z, Z 1,W,W 1 P V‘ℓ such that
(6.34)
BpBqX “ DpBqX 1 , BpBqY “ DpBqY 1 , BpBqW “ DpBqZ 1 ,
ApBqZ “ CpBqZ 1 , ApBqW “ CpBqW 1 ,
we have the following identity:
(6.35)
`
BpBqZ
ˇˇ
rApBqX,ApBqY s
˘
´
`
DpBqZ 1
ˇˇ
rApBqX,CpBqY 1s
˘
´
`
BpBqW
ˇˇ
rCpBqX 1, ApBqY s
˘
`
`
DpBqW 1
ˇˇ
rCpBqX 1, CpBqY 1s
˘
“ 0 .
Lemma 6.18. Suppose that H “ AB´1 and K “ CD´1 are non-local Hamiltonian
structures, and that conditions (6.34) hold. Then equation (6.35) is equivalent to the
following equation:
(6.36)
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqX pBqCpBqZ
1 `
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚BpBqX pBqCpBqZ
1
`
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DCpBqZ 1pBqApBqX ´
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DApBqX pBqCpBqZ
1
`
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqZ 1pBqApBqX `
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqDpBqZ
1
`
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqW pBqCpBqX
1 `
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqBpBqW
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqX1pBqApBqW `
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚DpBqX1pBqApBqW
`
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DApBqW pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DCpBqX1pBqApBqW “ 0 .
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Proof. By (6.12) and (6.9), we have
(6.37)
`
BpBqZ
ˇˇ
rApBqX,ApBqY s
˘
“
ş
pBpBqZq ¨DApBqY pBqApBqX
´
ş
pBpBqZq ¨DApBqX pBqApBqY “
ş
pApBqXq ¨
δ
δu
pBpBqZ|ApBqY q
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqZ pBqApBqX ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqBpBqZ .
Similarly, we have
(6.38)
`
DpBqZ 1
ˇˇ
rApBqX,CpBqY 1s
˘
“
ş
pApBqXq ¨
δ
δu
pDpBqZ 1|CpBqY 1q
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqZ 1pBqApBqX ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqDpBqZ
1 ,
(6.39)
`
BpBqW
ˇˇ
rCpBqX 1, ApBqY s
˘
“
ş
pCpBqX 1q ¨
δ
δu
pBpBqW |ApBqY q
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqW pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqBpBqW ,
and
(6.40)
`
DpBqW 1
ˇˇ
rCpBqX 1, CpBqY 1s
˘
“
ş
pCpBqX 1q ¨
δ
δu
pDpBqW 1|CpBqY 1q
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqW 1pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqDpBqW
1 .
By the skewadnointness of H and K, which translates to (6.26), and by conditions (6.34),
we have
pBpBqZ|ApBqY q “ ´pApBqZ|BpBqY q
“ ´pCpBqZ 1|DpBqY 1q “ pDpBqZ 1|CpBqY 1q ,
hence the first terms in the RHS of (6.37) and (6.38) cancel. Similarly for the first terms
in the RHS of (6.39) and (6.40). Therefore, combining equations (6.37)–(6.40), we get
that equation (6.35) is equivalent to
(6.41)
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqZ pBqApBqX ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqBpBqZ
`
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqZ 1pBqApBqX `
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqDpBqZ
1
`
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqW pBqCpBqX
1 `
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqBpBqW
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqW 1pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqDpBqW
1 “ 0 .
Next, since by assumption H “ AB´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure, it follows by
Propositions 6.10 and 6.8 that equation (6.16) holds. In particular,
(6.42)
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqZ pBqApBqX ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqBpBqZ
“ ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqX pBqApBqZ `
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚BpBqX pBqApBqZ
`
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DApBqZ pBqApBqX ´
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DApBqX pBqApBqZ .
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Similarly, using the assumption that K “ CD´1 is a non-local Hamiltonian structure,
we get
(6.43)
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqW 1pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqDpBqW
1
“ ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqX1pBqCpBqW
1 `
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚DpBqX1pBqCpBqW
1
`
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DCpBqW 1pBqCpBqX
1 ´
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DCpBqX1pBqCpBqW
1 .
Combining equations (6.41), (6.42) and (6.43), we get (6.36).
Proof of Theorem 6.16. By Lemma 6.18, we only need to prove that, if condition (6.25)
holds, then equation (6.36) holds for every X,X 1, Y, Y 1,W,Z 1 satisfying the first three
identities in (6.34). It follows by some straightforward computation that we can rewrite
each term in the LHS of (6.36) as follows
(6.44)
´
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqX pBqCpBqZ
1 “ ´
ş
pApBqY q ¨BpBqDXpBqCpBqZ
1
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1A
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BBki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ ` BqnCjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
(6.45)
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚DpBqX1pBqCpBqZ
1 “
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚X1pBqD
˚pBqCpBqZ 1
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1A
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bqp´ λ´µ´Bq
n BDji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Cjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
(6.46)
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DCpBqZ 1pBqApBqX “
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨ CpBqDZ 1pBqApBqX
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1D
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BCkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
(6.47)
´
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DApBqXpBqCpBqZ
1 “ ´
ş
pBpBqY q ¨ ApBqDX pBqCpBqZ
1
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1B
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BAki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnCjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
(6.48)
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqZ 1pBqApBqX “
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DpBqDZ 1pBqApBqX
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1C
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BDkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnAii1pλq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
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(6.49)
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚ApBqX pBqBpBqW “
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚XpBqA
˚pBqBpBqW
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1C
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bqp´ λ´µ´Bq
n BAji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Bjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
,
(6.50)
ş
pApBqY q ¨DBpBqW pBqCpBqX
1 “
ş
pApBqY q ¨BpBqDW pBqCpBqX
1
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1A
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BBkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnCii1pλq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
,
(6.51)
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚CpBqX1pBqDpBqZ
1 “
ş
pApBqY q ¨D˚X1pBqC
˚pBqDpBqZ 1
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1A
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bqp´ λ´µ´Bq
n BCji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Djj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Z 1j1
˘
,
(6.52)
´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DDpBqX1pBqApBqW “ ´
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨DpBqDX1pBqApBqW
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1C
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BDki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
,
(6.53)
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚BpBqX pBqApBqW “
ş
pCpBqY 1q ¨D˚XpBqB
˚pBqApBqW
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1C
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bqp´ λ´µ´Bq
n BBji1pλq
Bu
pnq
k
Ajj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Xi1
˘` ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
,
(6.54)
ş
pBpBqY q ¨DApBqW pBqCpBqX
1 “
ş
pBpBqY q ¨ ApBqDW pBqCpBqX
1
`
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,k,PI,nPZ`
Yk1B
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BAkj1pµq
Bu
pnq
i
pλ` BqnCii1pλq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
,
(6.55)
´
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨DCpBqX1pBqApBqW “ ´
ş
pDpBqY 1q ¨ CpBqDX1pBqApBqW
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
j,k,PI,nPZ`
Y 1k1D
˚
k1kpλ`µ`Bq
BCki1pλq
Bu
pnq
j
pµ` BqnAjj1pµq
`ˇˇ
λ“B
X 1i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Wj1
˘
.
It follows from the skewadjointness conditions (6.26) that the first term in the RHS of
(6.44) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.47), the first term in the RHS of
(6.45) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.51), the first term in the RHS of
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(6.46) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.48), the first term in the RHS of
(6.49) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.53), the first term in the RHS of
(6.50) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.54), and the first term in the RHS
of (6.52) cancels with the first term in the RHS of (6.55). Furthermore, combining the
second terms of the RHS’s of (6.50) and (6.54), we get, thanks to (6.27),ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,kPI
`
Bkk1pBqYk1
˘
tuiλtujµukuHuK
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Dii1pBqX
1
i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Bjj1pBqWj1
˘
.
Combining the second terms of the RHS’s of (6.46) and (6.48), we get, thanks to (6.28),ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,k,PI
`
Dkk1pBqY
1
k1
˘
tuiλtujµukuKuH
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Bii1pBqXi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Djj1pBqZ
1
j1
˘
.
Combining the second terms of the RHS’s of (6.44) and (6.47), we get, thanks to (6.29),
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,k,PI
`
Bkk1pBqYk1
˘
tujµtuiλukuHuK
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Bii1pBqXi1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Djj1pBqZ
1
j1
˘
.
Combining the second terms of the RHS’s of (6.52) and (6.55), we get, thanks to (6.30),
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,k,PI
`
Dkk1pBqY
1
k1
˘
tujµtuiλukuKuH
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Dii1pBqX
1
i1
˘`ˇˇ
µ“B
Bjj1pBqWj1
˘
.
Combining the second terms of the RHS’s of (6.49) and (6.53), we get, thanks to (6.31),
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,k,PI
`
Dkk1pBqY
1
k1
˘
ttuiλujuHλ`µukuK
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Bii1pBqXi1
˘` ˇˇ
µ“B
Bjj1pBqWj1
˘
.
Finally, combining the second terms of the RHS’s of (6.45) and (6.51), we get, thanks to
(6.32),
´
ż ÿ
i1,j1,k1PI
i,j,k,PI
`
Bkk1pBqYk1
˘
ttuiλujuKλ`µukuH
`ˇˇ
λ“B
Dii1pBqX
1
i1
˘` ˇˇ
µ“B
Djj1pBqZ
1
j1
˘
.
Putting together all the above results, we conclude that the LHS of (6.36) is equal toż ÿ
i,j,kPI
`
BpBqY
˘
k
´
tuiλtujµukuHuK ` tuiλtujµukuKuH
´ tujµtuiλukuHuK ´ tujµtuiλukuKuH ´ ttuiλujuHλ`µukuK
´ ttuiλujuKλ`µukuH
¯`ˇˇ
λ“B
BpBqX
˘
i
`ˇˇ
µ“B
BpBqW
˘
j
,
which is zero by (6.25).
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In view of Theorem 6.16, we can translate Theorem 6.15 in terms of compatible
non-local Hamiltonian structures.
Theorem 6.19. Let V be an algebra of differential functions in u1, . . . , uℓ, which is
a domain. Let H,K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures
on V. Let H “ AB´1, and K “ CD´1 be their minimal fractional decompositions
(cf. Definition 2.11), with A,B,C,D P Matℓˆℓ VrBs, detB ‰ 0, detD ‰ 0. Let
F0 “ BpBqZ, F1 “ DpBqZ
1 “ BpBqW, F2 “ DpBqW
1, with Z,Z 1,W,W 1 P V‘ℓ, be such
that
DpBqZ 1 “ BpBqW , ApBqZ “ CpBqZ 1 , ApBqW “ CpBqW 1 ,
and
D˚F0pBq “ DF0pBq , D
˚
F1
pBq “ DF1pBq .
Then:
(a) For all X, Y P V‘ℓ, such that DpBqX,DpBqY P ImpBq, we have
(6.56)
ş
Y ¨ C˚pBq
`
DF2pBq ´D
˚
F2
pBq
˘
CpBqX “ 0 .
(b) If we also assume that detK ‰ 0, then D˚F2pBq “ DF2pBq.
(c) If, moreover, we assume that V is a normal algebra of differential functions, then F2
is exact: F2 “
δf2
δu
for some
ş
f2 P V{BV.
Proof. By Theorem 6.16, LA,BpKq and LC,DpKq are compatible Dirac structures over K,
the field of fractions of V. Recalling the expressions (6.33) of NL,L1q and NL,L1 for these
Dirac structures, we get by Theorem 6.15 that equation (6.56) holds over K, hence over
V, proving (a). Let us prove part (b). It is proved in [CDSK12b] that any two matrices
BpBq and DpBq with non zero determinant have a right common multiple BpBqD1pBq “
DpBqB1pBq, where B1pBq,D1pBq P MatℓˆℓKrBs have non-zero determinant. By clearing
denominators, we can assume that B1pBq and D1pBq have coefficients in V. Hence, if
X,Y P ImpB1q, we have DpBqX,DpBqY P ImpBq. Therefore, by part (a) we haveż
G ¨B˚1 pBqC
˚pBq
`
DF2pBq ´D
˚
F2
pBq
˘
CpBqB1pBqF “ 0 ,
for all F,G P V‘ℓ. Since, by assumption, C and B1 have non-zero determinants, it
follows that D˚F2pBq “ DF2pBq, as we wanted. Finally, part (c) follows by the fact that,
under the assumption that V is normal, the variational complex is exact (see [BDSK09,
Thm.3.2]).
7 Hamiltonian equations associated to a non-local Hamil-
tonian structure
7.1 Local functionals, Hamiltonian equations and integrability
Let V be an algebra of differential functions in the variables ui, i P I, assume that it is a
domain, and let K be it field of fractions. LetH P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be a non-local Hamiltonian
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structure on V. Recall that, since H has rational entries, it admits a minimal fractional
decomposition H “ AB´1, where A,B P Matℓˆℓ VrBs and detB ‰ 0 (cf. Definition 2.11).
Throughout this section we fix such a minimal fractional decomposition for H. Recall
that LA,B is a Dirac structure on V by Theorem 6.11.
Definition 7.1. A Hamiltonian functional (for H “ AB´1) is an element
ş
h P V{BV
such that δh
δu
“ BpBqF for some F P V‘ℓ. Then, P “ ApBqF P Vℓ is called a Hamiltonian
vector field associated to
ş
h. We denote by FpHq Ă V{BV the subspace of all Hamiltonian
functionals, and by HpHq Ă Vℓ the subspace of all Hamiltonian vector fields:
FpHq “
´ δ
δu
¯´1
pImBq Ă V{BV , HpHq “ A
´
B´1
´
Im
δ
δu
¯¯
Ă Vℓ .
We say that
ş
f P FpHq and P P HpHq are associated (with respect to the Hamiltonian
structure H “ AB´1) if there exists F P Vℓ such that δf
δu
“ BpBqF, P “ ApBqF . In this
case we write
ş
f
H
ÐÑ P .
Remark 7.2. Note that, the spaces FpHq Ă V{BV and HpHq Ă Vℓ, as well as the
relation
ş
h
H
ÐÑ P , for
ş
h P FpHq and P P HpHq, may depend not only on the non-local
Hamiltonian structure H, but also on its fractional decomposition H “ AB´1. However,
if A and B are multiplied on the right by a matrix differential operator D which is
invertible in the algebra Matℓˆℓ VrBs, the spaces FpHq and HpHq, as well as the relationş
h
H
ÐÑ P , are unchanged. In particular, in the special case when V “ K is a field, by
Proposition 2.12, the spaces FpHq,HpHq, and the relation
ş
h
H
ÐÑ P , are independent
of the minimal fractional decomposition of H.
In the local case, when H P Matℓˆℓ VrBs is a (local) Hamiltonian structure on V, thenş
f P FpHq “ V{BV and P P HpHq “ HpBq
´
Im δ
δu
¯
Ă Vℓ are associated if and only if
P “ HpBq
δ
ş
f
δu
.
Lemma 7.3. (a) The space Vℓ is a Lie algebra with bracket (6.12), and HpHq Ă Vℓ is
its subalgebra.
(b) We have a representation φ of the Lie algebra Vℓ on the space V{BV given by
φpP q
`ş
h
˘
“
ż
P ¨
δh
δu
,
and the subspace FpHq Ă V{BV is preserved by the action of the Lie subalgebra
HpHq Ă Vℓ.
(c) If
ş
h
H
ÐÑ P and
ş
h
H
ÐÑ Q for some
ş
h P FpHq, then the action of P,Q P HpHqon
FpHq is the same: ż
P ¨
δg
δu
“
ż
Q ¨
δg
δu
for all
ş
g P FpHq .
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Proof. It follows immediately from [BDSK09, Lem.4.7-8].
Thanks to Lemma 7.3, we have a well-defined map t¨ , ¨uH : FpHq ˆ FpHq Ñ FpHq
given by
(7.1) t
ş
f,
ş
guH “
ż
P ¨
δg
δu
´
“
ż
δg
δu
¨ApBqB´1pBq
δf
δu
¯
,
where P P HpHq is such that
ş
f
H
ÐÑ P .
Proposition 7.4. (a) The bracket (7.1) is a Lie algebra bracket on the space of Hamil-
tonian functionals FpHq.
(b) The Lie algebra action of HpHq on FpHq is by derivations of the Lie bracket (7.1).
(c) The subspace
ApHq “
!
p
ş
f, P q P FpHq ˆHpHq
ˇˇˇ ş
f
H
ÐÑ P
)
is a subalgebra of the direct product of Lie algebras FpHq ˆHpHq.
Proof. It follows immediately from [BDSK09, Prop.4.9, Rem.4.6].
A Hamiltonian equation associated to the Hamiltonian structureH and to the Hamil-
tonian functional
ş
h P FpHq, with an associated Hamiltonian vector field P P HpHq, is,
by definition, the following evolution equation on the variables u “
`
ui
˘
iPI
:
(7.2)
du
dt
“ P .
By the chain rule, any element f P V evolves according to the equation
df
dt
“
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
nPZ`
pBnPiq
Bf
Bu
pnq
i
,
and, integrating by parts, a local functional
ş
f P V{BV evolves according to
d
ş
f
dt
“
ż
P ¨
δf
δu
.
An integral of motion for the Hamiltonian equation (7.2) is a Hamiltonian functionalş
f P FpHq such that
d
ş
f
dt
“ t
ş
h,
ş
fuH “ 0 ,
i.e.
ş
f lies in the centralizer of
ş
h in the Lie algebra FpHq. The Hamiltonian equation
(7.2) is said to be integrable if there is an infinite sequence of pairs p
ş
hn, Pnq P FpHq ˆ
HpHq, n ě 0, such that
ş
h0 “
ş
h, P0 “ P , we have
ş
hn
H
ÐÑ Pn for every n P Z`, the
sequence t
ş
hnunPZ` spans an infinite-dimensional abelian subalgebra of the Lie algebra
FpHq, and the sequence tPnunPZ` spans an infinite-dimensional abelian subalgebra of
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the Lie algebra HpHq. (Equivalently, if there exists an abelian subalgebra h of the Lie
algebra ApHq defined in Proposition 7.4(c), such that both its canonical projections π1phq
and π2phq in FpHq and HpHq are infinite dimensional, and
ş
h P π1phq.) In this case, we
have an integrable hierarchy of Hamiltonian equations
du
dtn
“ Pn , n P Z` .
7.2 The Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability
Throughout the section, we let H,K P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be a pair of compatible Hamilto-
nian structures on the algebra of differential functions V. We also let H “ AB´1 and
K “ CD´1, with A,B,C,D P Matℓˆℓ VrBs and detB ‰ 0,detD ‰ 0, be their minimal
fractional decomposition, and let LA,B,LC,D Ă V
‘ℓ‘Vℓ be the corresponding compatible
Dirac structures (see Theorems 6.11 and 6.16).
The Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability consists in finding sequences
0 “
ş
h´1,
ş
h0,
ş
h1,
ş
h2, ¨ ¨ ¨ P FpHq X FpKq ,
P0, P1, P2, ¨ ¨ ¨ P HpHq XHpKq ,
such that
(7.3) Pn´1
==
H
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
cc
K
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
Pn<<
H
||②②
②②
②②
②②
``
K
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
Pn`1
<<
H
||②②
②②
②②
②②
aa
K
!!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
. . .
ş
hn´1
ş
hn . . .
Explicitly, diagram (7.3) holds if and only if there exists a sequence tFnuně´1 in V
‘ℓ
such that the following equations hold:
(7.4) BpBqF´1 “ 0 , CpBqF2n “ ApBqF2n´1 “ Pn , BpBqF2n`1 “ DpBqF2n “
δhn
δu
for all n ě 0.
Proposition 7.5. (a) If the sequence of pairs
`ş
hn, Pn
˘
, 0 ď n ď N ` 1, where
ş
hn P
FpHq XFpKq, Pn P HpHq XHpKq, satisfies
ş
hn´1
H
ÐÑ Pn
K
ÐÑ
ş
hn for 0 ď n ď N ,
then
(7.5) t
ş
hm,
ş
hnuH “ t
ş
hm,
ş
hnuK “ 0 , 0 ď m,n ď N .
(b) We have
(7.6) rPm, Pns P KerB
˚ XKerD˚ for all m,n ď N .
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Proof. For m “ n equation (7.5) holds trivially, by the skew symmetry of the Lie brackets
t¨ , ¨uH and t¨ , ¨uK . Assuming m ă n, we prove (7.5) by induction on n ´m. We have,
by the assumption on the
ş
hn’s and Pn’s and the definition (7.1) of the Lie bracket on
FpHq,  ş
hm,
ş
hn
(
H
“
ż
Pm`1 ¨
δhn
δu
“
 ş
hm`1,
ş
hn
(
K
“ 0 ,
by the inductive assumption. Similarly, ş
hm,
ş
hn
(
K
“ ´
 ş
hn,
ş
hm
(
K
“ ´
ş
Pn ¨
δhm
δu
“ ´
 ş
hn´1,
ş
hm
(
H
“
 ş
hm,
ş
hn´1
(
H
“ 0 .
By Theorem 6.11, LA,B and LC,D are Dirac structures, hence they are closed under the
Courant-Dorfman product (6.11). By formula (6.21) and the assumption on the
ş
hn’s
and Pn’s, we have that
δ
ş
hn´1
δu
‘ Pn P LA,B, and
δ
ş
hn
δu
‘ Pn P LC,D, for every 0 ď n ď N .
It then follows, by equation (6.13) and formulas (6.12) and (7.1), that´δşhm´1
δu
‘ Pm
¯
˝
´δşhn´1
δu
‘ Pn
¯
“
δ
δu
t
ş
hm´1,
ş
hn´1uH ‘ rPm, Pns´δşhm
δu
‘ Pm
¯
˝
´δşhn
δu
‘ Pn
¯
“
δ
δu
t
ş
hm,
ş
hnuK ‘ rPm, Pns
Hence, by (7.5), we get that 0‘rPm, Pns P LA,BXLC,D. Namely, there exist F P KerB Ă
Vℓ and G P KerD Ă Vℓ such that rPm, Pns “ AF “ CG P ApKerBq X CpKerDq. To
conclude, we finally observe that, by skewadjointness of H andK, we have B˚A “ ´A˚B
and D˚C “ ´C˚D, which immediately implies ApKerBq Ă KerB˚ and CpKerDq Ă
KerD˚.
Corollary 7.6. Suppose that the sequences t
ş
hnunPZ` , tPnunPZ` , span infinite dimen-
sional subspaces of V{BV and Vℓ respectively, and satisfy conditions (7.3) (where
ş
h´1 “
0). Suppose, moreover, that KerB˚XKerD˚ “ 0. Then, the hierarchy of bi-Hamiltonian
equations
du
dtn
“ Pn , n P Z` .
is integrable.
Proof. It is immediate from Proposition 7.5 and the definition of integrability.
Next, we want to discuss in which situations one can apply successfully the Lenard-
Magri scheme. In order to do so, recall that an algebra of differential functions V is called
normal [BDSK09] if B
Bu
pmq
i
pVm,iq “ Vm,i for every m P Z`, i P I, where
Vm,i “
!
f P V
ˇˇˇ Bf
Bu
pnq
j
“ 0 for pn, jq ą pm, iq pin lexicographic orderq
)
.
For example, the algebra of differential polynomials in ℓ variables is normal, and any
algebra of differential functions V can be included in a normal one.
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Theorem 7.7. Let V be a normal algebra of differential functions. Let H,K PMatℓˆℓVpBq
be a pair of compatible non-local Hamiltonian structures on V and assume that detK ‰
0. Let H “ AB´1, K “ CD´1, be their minimal fractional decompositions, with
A,B,C,D P Matℓˆℓ VrBs. Let N ě 0, and let 0 “
ş
h´1,
ş
h0,
ş
h1, . . . ,
ş
hN P FpHqXFpKq
and P0, P1, . . . , PN P HpHq XHpKq be such that
ş
hn´1
H
ÐÑ Pn
K
ÐÑ
ş
hn for 0 ď n ď N .
Suppose, moreover, that the following orthogonallity conditions hold:`
Span C
 δhn
δu
(N
n“0
˘K
Ă ImC ,
`
Span C
 
Pn
(N
n“0
˘K
Ă ImB ,
where the orthogonal complement is with respect to the pairing V‘ℓˆVℓ Ñ V{BV, defined
by pF,P q ÞÑ
ş
F ¨ P . Then, there exist infinite sequences t
ş
hnunPZ` Ă FpHq XFpKq and
tPnunPZ` Ă HpHq X HpKq, extending the given finite sequences, satisfying conditions
(7.3). In other words, the Lenard-Magri scheme of integrability can be applied.
Proof. By Proposition 7.5, we haveşδhN
δu
¨ Pn “ t
ş
hN ,
ş
hnuK “ 0 ,
for all n “ 0, . . . , N . Hence, by the second orthogonality condition we get that δhN
δu
“
BpBqX for some X P V‘ℓ. Let PN`1 “ ApBqX P V
ℓ. Again by Proposition 7.5, we haveş δhn
δu
¨ PN`1 “ t
ş
hn,
ş
hNuH “ 0 ,
for all n “ 0, . . . , N . Hence, by the first orthogonality condition we get that PN`1 “
CpBqY for some Y P V‘ℓ. Let FN`1 “ DpBqY P V
‘ℓ. It follows by Theorem 6.19(c) (with
δhN´1
δu
in place of F0,
δhN
δu
in place of F1, and FN`1 in place of F2) that FN`1 is exact,
i.e. FN`1 “
δhN`1
δu
for some
ş
hN`1 P V{BV. By construction,
ş
hN
H
ÐÑ PN`1
K
ÐÑ
ş
hN`1.
Hence, we extended the sequences t
ş
hnu
N
n“´1 and tPnu
N
n“0 by one step. The claim follows
by induction.
Remark 7.8. Let V be an algebra of differential function in ui, i P I. Assume that V is a
domain, and let K be its field of fractions. Let H “ AB´1, K “ CD´1 P Matℓˆℓ VpBq be
skewadjoint rational matrix differential operators with coefficients in V, with A,B,C,D P
Matℓˆℓ VrBs, detB,detD ‰ 0. Let ξ´1 “ 0, ξ0, . . . ξN P V
‘ℓ and P0, . . . , PN P V
ℓ be such
that
(7.7) ξn´1 “ BpBqFn , Pn “ ApBqFn , ξn “ DpBqGn , Pn “ CpBqGn ,
for 0 ď n ď N and some F0, . . . , FN , G0, . . . , GN P V
ℓ, and`
Span Ctξnu
N
n“0
˘K
Ă ImC ,
`
Span CtPnu
N
n“0
˘K
Ă ImB .
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 7.7 we can extend the given seguences
to infinite sequences tξnunPZ` Ă V
‘ℓ and tPnunPZ` Ă V
ℓ satisying conditions (7.7) for
every n P Z`. Next, suppose that H “ AB
´1 and K “ CD´1 are minimal fractional
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decompositions (cf. Definition 2.11) and that H and K are compatible Hamiltonian
structures on V. Suppose, moreover, that detK ‰ 0 and ξ0 “
δh0
δu
for some
ş
h0 P V{BV.
Then it follows by Theorem 6.19 that all ξn’s are closed in K
‘ℓ, i.e. DξnpBq is self-adjoint
for every n P Z`. Hence, all the ξn’s are closed in V
‘ℓ. Finally, taking, if necesary, a
normal extension rV of V, one proves that all the ξn’s are exact, i.e. there exist elementsş
hn P rV{BrV such that ξn “ δşhnδu , n P Z`, [BDSK09, Thm.3.2]. Hence, the Lenard-Magri
scheme can be applied.
Remark 7.9. Recall from Theorem 5.1 that, given two compatible non-local Hamiltonian
structures H and K, with detpKq ‰ 0 , we get an infinite family of compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures given by H r0s “ K, and H rss “ pH ˝ K´1qs´1 ˝ H, for s ě 1.
Suppose that the infinite sequences t
ş
hnunPZ` Ă FpHq X FpKq, tPnunPZ` Ă HpHq X
HpKq satisfy the Lenard-Magri recursive relations
ş
hn´1
H
ÐÑ Pn
K
ÐÑ
ş
hn for every n ě 0
(we let
ş
h´1 “
ş
0). Then, for every n, s P Z` we have the relations
ş
hn
Hrss
ÐÑ Pn`s. This
will be proved in [DSK12]. Consequently, all the evolutionary equations du
dtn
“ Pn are
Hamiltonian with respect to all the non-local Hamiltonian structures H rss, s P Z`.
7.3 Example: NLS integrable hierarchy
Consider the algebra of differential polynoamials in two variables R2 “ Fru, v, u
1, v1, . . . s,
and its extension Vu “ Fru
˘1, v, u1, v1, . . . s. Let also K be the field of fractions of R2
(which is the same as that of Vu). Consider the following pair of compatible non-local
Hamiltonian structures with coefficients in R2 from Example 4.10:
H “
ˆ
vB´1 ˝ v ´vB´1 ˝ u
´uB´1 ˝ v uB´1 ˝ u
˙
` cB1I , K “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
,
where c P F is a fixed constant. The operators H and K admit the following fractional
decompositions: H “ AB´1, K “ CD´1, where C “ K, D “ 1I, and
A “
ˆ
cB ˝ u ´u2v
cB ˝ v u3 ` cB ˝ puB ` 2u1q
˙
, B “
ˆ
u 0
v uB ` 2u1
˙
.
This fractional decomposition of H is minimal over K by Proposition 2.12 since Ker B¯ Ă
K¯2 is spanned by
ˆ
0
u´2
˙
, which does not lie in Ker A¯.
Let
ş
h´1 “ 0,
ş
h0 “
1
2
pu2 ` v2q P Vu{BVu and P0 “
ˆ
´v
u
˙
P V2u. We have
0 “
ş
h´1
H
ÐÑ P0
K
ÐÑ
ş
h0. Indeed, letting F´1 “
ˆ
0
u´2
˙
and F0 “
ˆ
u
v
˙
, we have
BpBqF´1 “ 0 “
δ
ş
h´1
δu
, ApBqF´1 “
ˆ
´v
u
˙
“ P0
1IF0 “
δ
ş
h0
δu
, KF0 “
ˆ
´v
u
˙
“ P0 .
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Note that, even though 0 “
ş
h1,
ş
h0 P R2{BR2 and P0 P R
2
2, they are NOT associated
within the algebra R2, since F´1 does not lie in R
2
2.
Next, we prove the orthogonality conditions:
` δşh0
δu
˘K
Ă Im 1I,
`
P0
˘K
Ă ImpB : V2u Ñ
V2uq. The first condition is obvious. For the second, F “
ˆ
f
g
˙
P V2u is orthogonal to P0
if and only if
´vf ` ug “ Bh P BVu .
In this case, F “ BpBq
ˆ
f{u
h{u2
˙
P ImB.
By the observations in Remark 7.8, there exist sequences tξnunPZ` and tPnunPZ` in
V2u satisfying condition (7.7) for all n P Z`, and all the ξn’s are closed, in the sense that
their Frechet derivative DξnpBq is self-adjoint for every n.
We argue that, in fact, all these elements ξn, Pn, n P Z`, lie in R
2
2. Indeed, it is not
hard to show, using the explicit form of the matrices A and B, that, if ξn´1 lies in R
2
2,
then necessarily both Pn and ξn lie in R
2
2. Alternatively, we can exchange the roles of u
and v to prove that all ξn’s and Pn’s lie in V
2
v , hence in R
2
2. First, we observe that, since
KerB is one dimensional over F and C “ K is invertible, the flag of subspaces
(7.8)
U0 “ SpanFtξ0u , U1 “ SpanFtξ0, ξ1u , . . . ,
V0 “ SpanFtP0u , V1 “ SpanFtP0, P1u , ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă V
2
u ,
associated to the sequences tξnunPZ` and tPnunPZ` satisfying condition (7.7) for every
n P Z`, is uniquely defined. Consider now the new fractional decomposition H “ A1B
´1
1 ,
where
A1 “
ˆ
v3 ` cB ˝ pvB ` 2v1q cB ˝ u
´uv2 cB ˝ v
˙
, B1 “
ˆ
vB ` 2v1 u
0 v
˙
.
By the same argument as above, we get that there exist sequences tξ1nunPZ` and tP
1
nunPZ`
in V2v , satysfying condition (7.7) with respect to the new fractional decomposition, i.e.
ξ1n´1 “ B1pBqF
1
n , P
1
n “ A1pBqF
1
n , ξ
1
n “ DpBqG
1
n , P
1
n “ CpBqG
1
n ,
for some elements F 1n , G
1
n P V
2
v . Note that the two fractional decompositions H “ AB
´1
and H “ A1B
´1
1 are equivalent, in the sense that A1 and B1 are obtained from A and B
by multiplication on the right by the matrix
D “ B´1B1 “
ˆ
u´1v´1B ˝ v2 1
´u´2v2 0
˙
,
which is invertible in Mat ℓˆℓKrBs. Hence, by the arguments in Remark 7.8 we get that
both the sequences tξnunPZ` , tPnunPZ` Ă V
2
u, and the sequences tξ
1
nunPZ` , tP
1
nunPZ` Ă
V2v , considered as sequences in K
2, satisfy condition (7.7) for every n P Z`. Therefore, by
the uniqueness of the flag (7.8), we get that the subspaces Un “ SpanFtξ0, . . . , ξnu Ă V
2
u
and U1n “ SpanFtξ
1
0 , . . . , ξ
1
nu Ă V
2
v must be the same subspace of K
2, and similarly the
subspaces Vn “ SpanFtP0, . . . , Pnu Ă V
2
u and V
1
n “ SpanFtP
1
0 , . . . , P
1
nu Ă V
2
v must be the
same subspace of K2. In conclusion, all ξn’s and Pn’s lie in V
2
u X V
2
v “ R
2
2.
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Since R2 is a normal algebra of differential functions, it follows from [BDSK09,
Thm.4.13] that all ξn’s are exact, i.e. there exists elements
ş
hn P V{BV, n P Z`, such
that ξn “
δ
ş
hn
δu
. Hence, the Lenard scheme can be applied.
It is not hard to show, by induction on n, that both entries of ξn P R
2
2 have differential
order n. Therefore, the vectors ξn are linearly independent. It follows that the elementsş
hn P V{BV, n P Z` and the elements Pn “ Kξn P R
2
2, n P Z`, are linearly independent
as well. Since D “ 1I, we can apply Proposiion 7.5 and Corollary 7.6 to deduce that we
have an infinite hierarchy of compatible integrable equations du
dtn
“ Pn, n P Z`, for whichş
hn P FpHq X FpKq are integrals of motion.
We can compute the first few equations of this integrable hierarchy, called the non-
linear Schroedinger (NLS) hierarchy:
d
dt0
ˆ
u
v
˙
“
ˆ
´v
u
˙
,
d
dt1
ˆ
u
v
˙
“ c
ˆ
u1
v1
˙
,
d
dt2
ˆ
u
v
˙
“
ˆ
c2v2 ` c
2
vpu2 ` v2q
´c2u2 ´ c
2
upu2 ` v2q
˙
,
d
dt3
ˆ
u
v
˙
“
ˆ
´c3u3 ´ 3
2
c2pu2 ` v2qu1
´c3v3 ´ 3
2
c2pu2 ` v2qv1
˙
.
. . .
The third equation is called the (coupled) NLS equation. The first four integrals of
motion are ş
h0 “
ż
1
2
pu2 ` v2q ,
ş
h1 “ c
ż
uv1 ,ş
h2 “
ż ´c2
2
pu12 ` v12q ´
c
8
pu2 ` v2q2
¯
,ş
h3 “
ż ´
´ c3uv3 ´
c2
2
pu3v1 ´ v3u1q
¯
.
Of course this is a very well known hierarchy, studied by many different methods, see
e.g. [TF86, Dor93, BDSK09]. The approach of the last two papers, based on a Dirac
structure, is close to ours (even though in [Dor93] the proposed Dirac structure is not
quite a Dirac structure).
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